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PADUCAH. KY.. MONDAY EVENING. AUGUST 20. 1904.

BANK RESERVE"TOUCHED",
BOND COMPANY SETTLES.
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10 CENTS PER WEEK

OR ON STREETS TH
RE
E
UP TO THE COUNCIL

HUNDRED
SHOCKS ARE FELT

'R

Board of Public Worka Wants

Phil. .1. Abbott, Teller of The American-German
National Bank, Missing From
The City.

Plan Financed.

Mayor Yeleer Believes Work Can Be
Taken Carr of Without Any
Difficulty.

A Section of Valparaiso is Reduced to
Ashes and Over Two Thousand Perish.

GER
41

LOWER HOARD MEETS TONIUHT

a't

OTHER TOWNS SU FFER EXTENSIVELY

OVER SEVEN THOUSAND DOLLARS GONE

Up to the general council is the
continuation of the street work. At
Lima, Peru, August 20.— Itotwin-1
the last meeting of the bolted
ot
1.11P......$ 10.1And b. reported In •)-1
public wore., City Auditor Kirkland ed out
hy the eeloottle di.turnant-es
explained that only slightly more lust
04400004440200edsieleleseeiel-se•
week. The Wand is a dessolate
than $2.000 is left of the depart- tract
(if ree•ks land eight mile. Iona
FAM(Wel MNPHISTO
ment's appropriation of $18,4410. and by
%is wide, eoo mile% ire( chleesai
DIM IN HoiSPITAL
it was estimated that this will be coast.
SUBJECT OF Melt TeittION HY (3091.
IN NIEW YORK CITY. 4
sullelent only to take care of curMITTEE tit' WHOLE.
New York, Aug. 20.--1a'wis
rent expenoes. Auch a. sweeping and
Valparaiso, Chile, August 20. -cloaelng the streets and gutters..
At 7:25 0 (lock Thursday evening
phisto in "Vamist" gained lam
The beard held up the advertise- Valparaiso experienc
ed an earth- Genc114 I
viortd-wkie fame, died itorkiettly
in I asnierence
ments for street work, pending the quake
ilk
of great severity. During the
.11.ock saturvtav afternoon at
sanitary Engineer Meted This
decision of the general council as to night
82
shocks
were
felt.
St. John's hosoital at limkers,
arternoos.
Moved by the continued and unexplained - absence or Phil J. Abbott, whether the board will charge the
Most of the buildings in the city
following an onertatkin for swumteller of the American-German National bank, the officials- of that concern expense of further operations to the are
either ruined or damaged.
acts-diseuee.
made an inveattgation and tilt-covered that the reserve was $7,240 short
contingent fund or discontinue opts.The loss Is enormous. probably
The Fidelity & Deposit company, of Baltimore, which is surety
Mayor Teiser believes the $250.000,000.
Called in committee or the whole
for Mr. ations.
-Abbott. paid the loss and an agent of the company Is earching for
work can he taken are or our of the
Lewis Mori-hum
41 therms
Two thousand persons killed, is to discuss the problem offered by
Mr. Abbott. who left August 1, ostensibly to go to Robinson. lii. where
Se Pathscah Theater goers. As
hie contingent fund and wilt recommend considered a fair estimate or tne the proposed sewer extension as exbrother is engaged In the banking business.
that the finance committee be au- casualtie
'
hag as be
,take/ thetas,Ye pwclusively explained last Saturday in
s here.
tersigasine was well patessieell.
His wife sass site does not know where he is, and has not heard from thorised to act in the matter.
Vine Del Mar, three miles from The Sun, the general council Is enhim since he left.
It is understood that the commu- Valparajace
elditiebtletiliMMIMISSINS
with
a population
of gaged this afternoon In conference
Mr. Abbett's trip was to be on business and he was to be gone op:y a nication from the boatel will rottain over 10.940t.
Quirlhue. :25 mites with John W Alvord. or Chicago,
few days. When ten days passed and nothing was heard ,from him the the statement of the city auditor and
southward, population 2,500; Salto the sanitary engineer, who drew tee
eibcfals became uneasy and histitafed the Inyestliation.estimates Of City Engineer Washing- Llmache,
Engineer Washington,
11 miles to the northwest plans. City
The books were act-unite, kept and the day's business each day was ton.
with a population of 6.500. Quilatio. Mayor Teter and
City
Solicitor
ureourbed. The money had simply been lifted in a package from the rePart of the work to be gone is pro- 25 miles to
the northwest, popula- Campbell.
serve In the bank.
vided for ey the . bond issue, but tion
10,000. and villages all arouna
Mr. Alvord reached Paducah this
OP SPALDING COLEMAN HEW IN
Owing to the large amounts of the bonds and the
on
Jefferson were destroyed.
watchfulness of some Intersections
morning and spent several nours
AN EPIROOPAL CHURCH.
the officials, It. would be impassible for anyone to remove sufficient of the- street and Harahan boulevard are to
Most of the fires started after the driving over the route with City
hnreserve to cripple the institution.
be paid for in some other manner. first
shock.
gineer Washington.
The early diseorery of the •loas is a tribute to the jealousy
with Other work on the South Side also
The whole poinlation is sleeptng
The trouble eneotinterea when the
wheel the bank protects Itself, as no suspicion had rested oft anyone cote must he taken care or The Jefferson
adesp Alg4 loglity Refuses to Allow
In the hills, parks or streets.
ordinance was being prepared was
net-led
street and Harahan
with the bank previous to the investigation.
boulevard exNervier, In Donsinican Church
Food le,-ecarce. Milk IP two
the fact that the sewer route travThe cows of the loss of the money with hat ioung
—No Reneon.
whom he mac- penses are estimated at about
lean &Wars per liter, and It is al- erses private property in
several pieby the hank toasted ezeitemeit on rled In Gole0111111,
500, and the other at $1.100.
?neat rmposalele to obtain meat, even ces. The city would get
Into trouble.
Broadway and Saturday night rumors
The lower board or the .general at high
W. P. Heallesel. of Hummel Bros.,
prices.
according to City liollcitOr•CaMpbell,
were thlek. Involving all sorts of loos. saes he knows nothing about the mat- eounell will meet tonight. Considera
The railroads are all destroyed.
If It attempted to push
Louisville. Ky . August 20.— Ar- Insatutioas in
the wora
financial coleleilesalasfe ter except that he notified his wai- ble routine
business will be tieste,
The rain, wheal began to fall af- without first aecurtng •
ial every preparation lad bees made The statement of
right of woo'
the bank *et -*II ru- ves> at the lastance of President *Weer 7; Is probable that 'some ac- ter the first
shock, stopped an hour or condemning the property, both
_ to hold the tonersl
of' the iaLe mors to rest and removed any feeling Thompson. The settlemen
t was ef- tion will be taken on' the work of the later The nights are ver cool ana of which
proceedings would require
Charles Spalding Coleman, member of useasiness.
fected by a special agent from Chi- committee of the whole, which
is windy and the people sleeping in
tile time. He suggested that the mans
of the board of public works, sad a
This morning- President G. C cago.
considering the sewer work. Tne open
are suffering greatly.
be altered so as to take In that seewealth) young man, from the Do- Thompson, of the American-German
Robert R. Kirkland, at
present board of health, the hoard of public
The captain of a steamship which non which could be reached
minican church this morning, Bishop National bank, gave put
without
the followin. bookkeeper in the bank, and son of works and Mayor Yeller will have arrived
from San Francisco says the crossing private property
MeClosky created 's- sensation by de- statement:
City Auditor Alexander Kirkland, Is ROMA flPeOMMPrAllItelpll The board or situation here
is worse than followMr. Alvord recommended for the
claring it could not be held ther. No
"The amount taken from the re- acting as teller, and probably will
re- police and lire comminsioners will ing the disaster there.
reasons were given. -The funeral, ar- serve was $7,260 and the bank
additiona
l system, that the sewer
ask
la not ceive the appointment permanently.
for the appointment of a driver
and storm water drains be combined
ter hurried preparations, was hale out a dollar as the Fidelity & Deposit It is
a promotion for the Young loan. for the new steamer.
Three Hundred Shocks.
This Is not the case in the premiers
from St. Andrews Episcopal church. company has made ood
the whole whose Inherited talent for mathematLondon. August 20.--In a dissystem.
the Rev. Frank
He says system can be retardy. assistant amount.
Although we have known ics promises a great futtine for elm.
WAR ON TERRORISTS
patch from ‘'alparalate: without date.
rector, reading the service.
vised at an Increased cost of 81.500 •
of the shortage Reverie (111)21 we have
The directors of the Americas-Gerthe correspondent of the Daily Mail
said nothing. in accordance with the man National bank have met, and it
Declared By eralr In Note to fievemene says:
THROWN RV WIRE.
request of the special agent of the is reported will name a telleeto sne"Sixty per cent of this city Is comisf Warsaw,
Fidelity company, who is 'searching ered Abbott In a few days. Letters
pletely destroyed. The death roll is
Peculiar Accident tf. Gnome enmity
for Mr. Abbott.
explaining the shortage have been re•
St Petersburg, Aug. 241.—A call to very heavy. There were 142 shocks
"The company adjusted the loam ceived by every- depositor of the bank.
Officer.
an uncompromising war with terror- Thursday night and 300 more since
with us Thursday and we have nothqen.
The
tremors
still
ism
continue. One
and revolution In Poland
was
BENEFIT TO BE
GIVEN PROF. ing further to do with
VOUNG WOMAN MURDERED.
Mayfield, Aug 2.! Deputy Sheriff
the matter.
thousand persons are home.
sounded in an Imperial telegrare of
HARRY GILBERT.
"Mr Abbott had been employed by
Merritt Sea) s-as injured about 9
congratulation to Governor Genera! less anti destitute. Water Is giving
the hank two yeans
o'cloek Thursday night near his home
August 1 he And Body Hidden in Lonely Spot
Skallon of Warsaw, on
his escape out. Surrounding towns are destroy:
Near Los Angeles.
was granted a leave of absences for a
at Lowest. The wind had caused the
from bombs thrown at him In Warsaw ed, and the railroad cut."
telephone wire leading to his house
Every Musician in Paducah Will Par- few days to pay a ?Amines,. OW to his
Saturday. In the telegram emperor
Los Angeles. August 20.— 'The
brother, a banker at Robinson, 111
to fall across the road only a few feet
ticipate in Event at Wanner
Nicholls says: "Do not be discoursed
Shock, Dintialsithig.
body of a young woman clad in a
He
did
not
return
reasonah'
from the ground. When
In
a
e
Mr Bray
Park.
be resolute in battle with insensate
Valparaiso, Via Galveston, August
time and nothing was heard from silk dress with a bullet hole through
ram, riding -on his horse, the animal
aparehy and sedition."
20.-- Valparaiso and neighboring
her head was found under Drunk in
him.
became frIghtehed whea
tbe
wire
towns are wrecked and partially
"Then we Instituted an investiga- the second Santa Monica Canyon a
touched its head and jumped under it
Arrangements are being complet- tion. His books were-ett right but mile and a half north of Port Los RETURNS REGIMENTAL MAG. burned, and la all towns in the Mr. Seay was pulled off.
He fell on
Aconcagua valley conditions are aim ed for the moat ambitious musical we found that $7,2611 had been taken Angeles by a ranch hand. The traghis shoulder. The wire got caught
liar. In the south, thele were severe
event of the Reason, to be given at from the reserve
under Mr. Sea's- pistol and threw It
We Immediately edy which ended her life was past Colors of the Ninth Ohio. Lost for 42
shocks at Talacapnanco, Talcs and
Years, Are Resettled,
--the Wallace park Casino, complimen- notified Hi:mm*1 Bros., local
question
murder.
a
The
lonelines
out some distance away. Fortunately
s
of
agents
Zone,
but there the disaster is not
tary to Prof. Harry Gilbert, who win for the Fidelity & Deposit
the weapon was not discharged.
eenletally• the spot, the manner of conrealroent
appaTling.
legye for Dallas, Tex., August 31, to of Raitimore, surety for Mr. Abbott and the absence of a weapon- Columbus, 0.. Aug 20.--The flag
Quakes occur from time to time,
take up his new detests as Instructor and they informed their principals.
point with certainte, to this ersorlu- and colors of the Ninth 0. V. I. were
Georgetown Goes Wet.
In piano in the largest conservator
"A epeeist agent 'was test64.e eon. The motive which- des been returned today to the state !legroom but are diminishiug in force. An acGetlelffildwn, Ky.. Aug. 244 —11e
estimate of the date! ana most exefting political contest
In the southwest.
from Chicago and last Thursday. he assumed for the dark crime,, so long by Nathan Durfee, a cotton manufact- curate
*
ever
•
It will be gives Thursday evening left, after having settled with its in hiddeu, was greed for her posses- urer of Falls River, Mass., whose wife wounded is impossible. Martial law fought out in this eopnty, with the
has
prevailed
in Valparaiso since the Possible exception of the Etreckinsions.
is a daughter of the late Colonel A. I....
August 30, and will be a "Farewell" full.
Brown, of that rcglment, and
"He learned that Mr. Abbott bad
affair. Desiring to express their rewho first day and the entire population is ridge-Owens congressional race, endfound the tlerAorter forty-two years camping in the open. Tire only wires
gard for Mr Gilbert, both :n a per- bought a ticket for Chicago. and .he
- ere In the defeat of the local
MINERS KILLED.
working is one subterranean and the option adherents by the
while on a visit tn her old home.
sonal way and for what he has done asked 'us not to say anything about
liquor elefor the advancement of musical ap- the matter until he had an Opportunity Shot to Death By Soldiers
ment by the narrow margin of 21
Whom They
(Continued on Page Four.)
votes.
preciation in this city, every musi- to find Mr. Abbott's whereabouts.
ROBBERS PUT TO FLIGHT.
Renewal to Obey.
cian In the city, including the mem- Whether he has found Mr. Abbott, I
St. Petersburg, Aug.
20,--eight
bers of the newly organized military do not know.
Pasesengeot
miners were killed and seventeen in- Comalortor and
noted
"The manner in which the $7'.260
band, vim work enthusiastically to
1000,004) in Gold.
jured as the result of a clash
with
as taken, kept us from discovering
make it distinctly the inusicsat even;
troops at I.:savant
yesterday. The
of the year. The program will con- the loss at once. The.day's business
miners attenipted to 'hold a meeting
Bucharest, Roumania, Aug. 2-0.—
Was
untouched
and the hooks wete
tain the names of the finest talent
and woere ordered to disperse by the Robbers made an unsuccessful atin the city and those who, for lack an right. There hag been no Weetronps. The miners refuel and the tempt to rob the Rottmania express
of time, may not take part, will as- matte doctoring of books, or enything
soldiers tired Into the crowd.
train, carrying $200.90.0
in
gold.
Western Kentucky has no state "H." anti f1,1111 met Gov.
sist in any way possible _to Insure a of that sort. The bank examiner was
Beckham sevThree men erstered the car near Galhere 3'0 days ago, &De we went over
military company and Governor Beck- eral time.; since •• came to this state.
large success.
Negro Troops Will Move.
ata, but the conductor aodeonly the
everything. There was not a penny
The Mayfield company
has been
Tickets for the musical, abd the
Ft. Worth, August 20.— Report occupants in the ear. Put tip such a ham thinks one should be established
missing at that time.
disbanded and the HopkinsvIne comprogram will be out in the next few
from Brownsville
says
all negro thetperate tesietanee that one robber In this end of the *tate. He has writpany will disband in a few days. This
"This $7380 was taken In a lump,
dew.
troops will be removed soon AR white was shot. This frightened them and ten a pet-motel letter to W. M. Fitzwill leave this end of the state within my opinion. All this talk about soldiers can
be substituted.
they jumped off
patrick, agent for the Cltizente Life out any‘illitary company except
gambling on cotton (laurels is nonat
14H0OTS HIMSELF.
Insurance company, of
a
Louisville, Madisonville. The Mayfield hanging
sense, I am certain. Stories about
asking him to 'organise a company. recently showed that
the militia came
heavy losses at pekoe have come to
Wealthy Indiana Farmer Ends His
i He is considerhet the matter, and if in handy. and the state elaborat
my ears, hot I have no knowledge of
e d•
Exlatence.
his plans are consummated It will noi want this end
of the state enpromy own of the facts."
Generelly
fele
tonight
aim
By the consent of the people
mean the establishment of a minter) teeter!.
'Phil J. Abbott. the missing teller
Tuesday. The highest tempers', 'company here and headquarters for
ef Paducah, The Son has the
a
• Vincennes', Ind., August s,30,— JosMr. Fitzpatrick In a popular young
le 29 years old and wan it wince of
hire reached yesterday was 97 • regimental band.
largest circulation in the Oily
man. He saki his information is that
eph Robinson, 55 years old, leaving idammord. Tee.
Before taking the
and
the
lowest
reachud today
and county.
Mr Fitzpatrick has been in the mi- a regimental band meld
The average for
a family..auleided by shooting him- place In the Amerteanbe organized
Gertnan
Nsnes 75.
July wall 4122 a day.
litia service for ten r alat-ti anti served here. Ho is conferring'with business
self in the left breast MIS morning. tlenal bank
he WAR employed by the
throughout
the Spanish-American men ebout the project. He desires to
He was one of the weatth:egn tam- kil•ore
cooperage canteen •
war. He was first lientenant in the enlist the best young mei'
ers and dairymen here.
in the city
He resided on North Sev•eth street
Third Alabama regiment. company In the company.
,
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President Thompson Makes Statement
--Says Institution Is Not Injured.
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MAY BE FORMED IN PADUCAH
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'DOUBLE-HEADER
IS WON BY CAIRO
Worse Than All Else They
Were Both Shut-outs.
behave Could Sot Hit Either Pitcher
and The. aceouute for
I'*ilaare.

L10011) NI11:1:1•14

41.11'

FIELD

IN

Team mending.
Clubstt
Vincennes
60
Cairo
56
Jacksonleille
_54
PADUCAH
5.3
Danville
46
Mattoon
40

L..
39
50
51'
51
49
64

Pct.
629
527
514
510
434
381

Yesterday's Results.
Cairo 2-1, Paducah ""
Jacksonville 5, Vincennes 4.
Danville-Mattoon (rain.)
, Today's Schedule.
Cake at Paducah.
Viattenamt at Jacksonville.
Deaville at Mattoon.
The Hashslingers downed the Indiana Sunday In a Jouble-header.
and what made the pill the harder
to swallow was the fact that both
games were shut-outs, the Indians
being unable to score. Wiley •Piatt
pitched the first and Dick Brahle the
second. The v.ctory of the visitors
Is accounted' fur in the fact that, the
Indians (ould not dud Woodring or
Hatch.
The grand-stand
was mote than
twe-thirds Oiled aryl many Cairo Pee'
pie Were in er.dcrue. The Crowd was
orderly and tnoroughly enjoyed the
sport.
No one complained aside, from exprmaing regret that the Indiana
could not hit. The visitors played
fast, clean ball and won both games
squarely. They hit it out vleen and
Loth runs in the first and the lone
wore in the'
,mond .game were ears edt,
In the ern game a couple of hits,
one a donble. scored the runs credited to' the visitors. Lloyd misjudged
Mabirla Makes Pale giddy (Widens.
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic drives out malaria
and halide up the system. Sold by all
dealers for 17 years. Price SO rests.

CheKentucky
Telephon. &4e.

thursday Night, Aug. 23
The Delightful
Musical

Success

as

Played Five Months
in Chicago

His
Highness
The Bey

- a line driee 141,the 'eased game and hie.
this stared the soars wirttina.
The seeosil game was played fast
catcher, will go to Prince,.
and the spectators in the grand- ton tomorrow to catch for the Princestand dui not tire of It and leave be- ton Grays la a serten_of games this
fore it was over as wally they do. week with Cadiz and other towns.
The summaries:
Cairo
ab r h po a e
Ladies Peer Tomorrow.
.3 1 0 1 0 0
Long, cf
Tomorrow Is the last day for PaduRoland, 2b
(.4 1 1 3 4 0 cots, fans,to See league baseball in PaIllguser, 3b
4 0 1 0 6 0 dusals and as as Inducement to draw
QuIesser, c
3 0 1 5 0 0 a crowd Mr.„John Keller, of the Pa
Ditieridge, sa
3 0 2 0 5 0'
4111e4 Baseball aseociatiou, has arBissell, if
0 1 3 0 0 ranged for a double header and
Powers, rf
4 0 1 1 0 0 "King" Platt will pitch.
Meyer
lb
4 0 1 15 2 0
Ladles mill be admitted free, and
Woodring, p .. 3 0 0 0 2 0 it,
hoped they will take advantage
of this. Free means what the dictionTotals ..
.30 2 8 27 19 0 ary deflavi‘ and the egtm ten cents
which has been in force will be cut
Paducah .......ab r h po a e off.
Mr. Keller desires to fill tie
4 U 1 3 0 0 ,grandstand eta this la why the deviaTaylor, a
3 0 0 l 7 0 Goo from thelule I. made.
Perry. as
Quigley, 2b
3 0 0 2 3 0 _ "Paduenh fans have not patronized
Cooper, If
4 0 1 3 u 0 the game as they should," Mr., Keller
ivetzel, 3b
3 0 0 1 4 0 stated, "and the management has lost
3 0 0 9 0 0 a great deal this season. Ouce ert
Haas, lb
Lloyd, rf
4 0 0 0 0 0 ,Phaved to Loua thao $20, an4 sluye th.
Dowalg,c
4 0 0
• 0 expense for •.day amounts to over
Plat t, p
3 0 0 0 3 9 $100, you can see where the manage
went has lost "
Totals
Sunday before the double-header
.31 0 2 27 17
Hie Indians stood In second place in
Ian_ 12 34 5 6 7 * 9-r be Ike team standing, and Cairo In
Cairo ...0 0 0
Ai
0 0 0--2
11 third Father Belt', followers were
Fades. 0.0 0 0 O TO 0 0 0-0 2 0 reposing in (mirth place,, but one
Three base bits, Cooper; sacrifice day's work (hanged the entire staid-hits, Quigley , haws on balls. off lam. Today fluds the Indians resting
Woodring 1. off Platt 1; struck out in fourth place. Jacksonville in
by Woodrlog 7, by Platt 6; left on thirdand Cairo in Secoud, incennes
eases Cairo 6, Paducah 2; time of coal:taws to fall and is now hat ten
games ahead of Cairo.(-afro is playgame 1:25. Umpire-Quills.
ing good ball and it.nuay be that the
Hoosiers will not get the peasant afSecond game:
Cairo ...... ..ab• r
a e ter alL
The fans In the grand-stand jumpLong. I . . .
4 1
2. 0 0
yesterday ertur toRoland, 2b
3 0 41 2 3 • ed onto Lloyd
nude Is bobble and rorsjudged a tine
Misuser, 3b
4 u 2 0 1
dales. Any other fielder might nave
Quieeser. c ....4 0 1 4 0
the drive. but from apDitteridge, as ..4 0 0 1 6
Bhistril. 11
4
2
0 pearances the "chief" did not -tart
Powers, rf .... 4
0 1 0 0 with the ball. He was pretry
Meyers, lb ....
0 1 14 1 0 discussed but got two hits of the only
Hatch p
3 II
1 6 0 four secured la the last game

&evens ao& Nitied‘k
Boo awe, the &adman, sesat-pretesslonal

' efee'
41

Safe-Guarding
An Advertising
Investment
Yog will grant that an investment in advertising should
be safe-guarded in every possible way-its security as carefully scrutinized as that of any other investment you make.
UT strange to relate, when
it comes to advertising,
the average business man
often accepts the mere "judgment" or "opinion" of some advertising man whom he becomes
convinced is more or less "expert at the game."
.
We do not ask the business man
to accept alone the ripe judgment developed by our 34 years
experience and the largest business of its kind in the world.No Sir-a tangible,definite basis
, underlies the advertising investment we ask the business man
to make.

B

We want you to know what we
do to eliminate the waste in advertising due to the use of wrong
copy and wrong mediums.

akiatudsed

Totals

.33

Paducah .......ati
0
Taylor. ef
Perry, as
4
Quigley, 2b
.3
Cooper. If
.3
Wetsel,.3b
4
Haas, lb
4
Lloyd, rf
4
Downing, e
Brahic, p
2

1

6.27 17

ix. •

r6 h
II 0 3
0 0 1
0 0 3
9 2 I
0 0 3
0 0 14
0 2 0
0 0 2
0 0 0

THE BIG LEAGUE

0
7
3
0
6
0
0
0
3

SAFE-GUARD FOR AN ADVERTISINGINVESTMENT.
We want to tell you how we
can infuse some of the Western
Spirit-Initiative, Energy, Aggressiveness, backed by factsinto YOUR advertising.
We want to tell you how our
unique position in the advertising world has brought us the
$5,000, $10,000, $20,000-a-year
brains of the business to focus on
your problems -yotif-entire
business.
One of our representatives is in
your city every few days looking
after the interests of some of our
present clients. That is why
we are advertising in this newspaper--- to you NOW.
A letter addressed to us, signifying that you will grant us an interview in your office, will not
obligate you- in any way.

4

•
We are issuing a series of small books +cloth
bound , covering advertising in all its phases,
which we send free to interested advertisers.

LORD &THOMAS
NEWSPAPER- MAGAZINE -OUTDOOR

1
0
Natienal Demote.
0
Chicago 0, New York 7; batteries,
2
0 Taylor and Kling; Wiltse and Bres0 nahan.
Cincinnati 9, Boston 4: batteries,
0
0 Ewing and &Wel' Dorner ann
Brown.
Totals
.29 U 4 27 le 3
Second game:
Cincinnati 2, Boston 4: batteces,
In
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 PI 9-r b e Hall aqd_tArtagstaa; _Frew, in,
re)
Ii It
0 0 0 0 0--1 6 0 Needham.
St. lAnils I. Philadelphia 6; batu a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 4 3
Partin
Earned runs, Cairo 1; stolen 'hes- teries. Higgins, Karger and Mare-, Quigley 2, Brable 1: sacrifice shall; Riche and Doom.
Second game:
hits, Taylor I. double plays. Wetzel
St. 14oula 5, Philadelphia 4. bar to Quigley to Haas Brahlc to Wetzel
to Haas. Brahic to Wetzel to Haas. tortes, Beebe and -Nomien. Duggieby
bases on balls, off Hatch 3, off ara- and Donovan.
ble 1; struck out, by Hatch 3, by
• SATURDAY'S (l.t HES.
Brahic 1: left on baaes, Cairo 4, PaNational League.
ducah 6; time of game, 1:20. UmPittsburg 7, Brooklyn 2.
pire-Quills.
Cincinnati 2. Boston 6 (10
Innings 1
Hale at Mattoon.
Chicago 6. New York 2
Mattoon, III.. August 20 - Rata
St. Louis 2, Philadelphia 11,
prevented a game Sunday
Hoosiers Milli Falling.
Jacksonville, Ill., August II The crippled Hoosier team friar toboransA Allen kept hits scattered The locals made it just one score
to the good but the game was neves
doubt.
The score:
RHB
Vincennes
4 7 3
Jacksonville
5 13 2
Batteries- Allen and Belt; Whitley and Mattison.
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We want an opportunity to explain to you in person our tangible basis for advertising, i. e.,
the Lord & Thomas Record of
Results, the ONLY practical
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ADVERTISING
CHICAGO

LARGEWIT ADVEHTIMING At:Relent IN AMERICA
AMNIA/ vosarsta Fasu-ao rue Cuanza, 114,000.00o.ou
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Stone White and Wisconsin
Peerless Refrigerators
IN order to clean up the few Ice Boxes and Refrigerators which reI main on hand, after a successful season's business, we are going to
offer you our entire stock of the celebrated Stone White--"the chest
'with a chill in it"--and Wisconsin Peerless Refrigerators at

ONE-FOURTH OFF

Americas Deeps.
Boston 8, Detroit 4.
Washington 2. Cleveland 4.
Philadelphia 4, St. Louis IL
New York 0, Chicago 0.

Than these there are no better refrigerators made. ECONOMICAL,
EASILY CLEANED, HANDSOME AND- SUBSTANTIAL. Bear
in mind that this means to you

Thomas Hawkins against steamer
)(onis Bauer.
Whereas a libel was filed in the district court of the Unied State', for
the western district of Kentucky; at
Padueah on the 8th day of Anguirt,
1906, by Thomas Hawkins vs. steamer
Company of fifty.
Menlo Bawer, her engines, tackle, apSIATI'ILDAY'S GAMES.
Big beauty
The Indians won from Cairo. Sat- •
furniture, etc., and owners,
chorus.
More real music and
urday by a score of 3 to 1 and Big 'ening In aubstelce that raid diesmer
comedy than all others combined
was indebted to him in "the sum of
Mijler did the work
The wore:
three hundred and seven dollars, for
31 H
A CAR LOAD OF SCENERY.
Padocab
- 4-4-0 0 wages, and that same has never been
Prices: 25,35,50. 75, $1 and $1.50 Celt()
paid, and prays process against Bak]
4 1 4 2
Miter and Downing: Johnson and steamer Monte Bauer and thee-- tha
9 in
same may be condemned and sold to
Searles.
Pay said claim. 'frith colt and expenses.
"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY
"
Now, therefore, in pursuance to the
176
422.424 Broadway
Iwo re:
R H E monition under "es' of raid court, ta
Danville
TEI.EPHS)NE 540.
R 11 6 me directed I do hereby give public
Mattoon
6 8 4 notice to al: persons claiming said
Batteries-- Selby. Christman and steamer Monte Dauer, or in ay way
DoN'T tall MINIX
Johnston. Jokerat and Johnstone interested therein, that they he ana When your joints it, he and you suffer 1
appear before the district court of the from Rheumatism. Buy a bottle of
Umpire--Qualter.
Ballard's Snow Liniment and
InUnited States In the city of Paducah. stant relief. A positive cure forget
Rheuimatilsm,
Outs, Contraeted ?dueKY., on or bfore the 3rd day of Sep- elev. SoreBurns.
Jacksonville-A incenses.
Chest. etc. Mr. I. T. Bogy, a
prcmilnent merchant at Willow Point,
The score:
R H E tember l90, at 10 o'clock a. m.. of Texas,
that he ends Ballard
says
,
time to interp0se. /*now Liniment the best all
Jacksonville
11 10 0 that dal, theta
round Linl
merit be ever need."
their
claims
make
and
their
to
allegaVincennes
0 -7 2
Bold -by all druggists.
tions in that behalf.
Vs
Batterlea- Hackett and
Bell:
GEO. W. LONG. U. S. N. W. K. D
Whitley, Wilkinson, Moran and Mat-Our piazos are known; so are
By WADE BROWN, Deputy.
tison.
we. Ask your neighbor about them
Bagby & Martin proctors for libelsome have used
them over th,r•.
The first arc always with you The second are with you oni:
The L. A. L. semi-professione lant.
years; they are guarapteed from sevwhile you are earning good wages. The chances to spend
beachedl team was shut out at Princeen years to Indefinite time. D. H
rioltie• dd
It
will be no account to you later in life if you do not use your •
ton Sunday by the Princeton Grays
And lose all intrrest when help Is Baldwin & company, 520 Broadway.
chances to save now. Start an account at once with $too
The boys played hard ball and the within teach. Herbin• will make that
lives perform its duties properly. „T.
ad get 4 per cent. interest.
Frame drew well.
Vaughn,
Elba. Ala.. write. "taping
a
CMILIIRKK IN PAIN
a constant sufferer from
Never cry as do children who are suf.
R H E and a disordered liver, I constipation
have, found tering
hunger. Such is the cause
from
A FUN FACTORY.
I, A L.
0 3 3 derhine to be the beat medivincl for of all babies who cry and are
tret. •
these troubles on the market. I have
Grays
sickness,
when they really are for
4 - 7 2 Use-II it constantly. I believe it to be
hunger.
from
forint
is
This
•
medicine
beat
the
of
its kind, and I
Batteries - Wooldridge and BraWorking two and a half hursat
their food not be4hig ass,
wish all sufferer( (rem thee troubles fromdevoured
worn,. A
by
but
esme
know
to
the
good
Herbine
has done Of Whfte's Cream Vet-mirage wili .iuse
a two mile-a-minute clip.
ing awl begin to
them to .,421,8
Itleethvel Pernalille C4
Sold by all druggists.
:4111101g414*
thrive at one. Oh e It. a trial.
NOPKINSIIILLC KY
Comedians comical, comely
Select Home School for ming ladies. kid
superb and catchy Music.
---We ship pianos arm organ. dismeitie ogees Sept. x. Tberrnegb iesiractio•
--We handle the hest players on
ST•esserIencest labellers is all departmeetre Tort from.faetnry of
our own makes the Market: We also brindle a cheap
Wasson asie essiderts tumurpart est, writ
Price* Me, SISc, Mac, 115e.
lot Catalogue Mod isInviestios
and aim/ you cewitoteivion. D. 11.‘vslaver. fie% we for prieek
1)
R
Scats On sale Thursday 9 M.
DWUNIYHARRISON, A.10 '1.1.D
520 Broadway 1 Bal4wia
630 Broadway.

A SAVING OF FROM $6 TO $15

rem

Over next year's prices, and there are still a couple of months or more
of hot weather ahead of us. Do not overlook this big reduction.

a'-

L. W.HENNEBERGLR COMPANY

Seats on sale Wednesday t.

ChitKentuc
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Sign of the Big Hatchet

Telephones

Friday Night, Aug. 24
The Big Laughing Success
of Both Continents

Chances to Spend

and

Chaces to Save

Soap Bubble

nit

Mechanics and

Farmers Savings Bank

girls,

221 Broadway

Baldwin & company,

& company,

gler•

fr
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BREAKS THE GATE !AUTOS RAISE DUST
DOES STREET CAR wig SCORCHING

Our Auiust

Clearance Sale

On Broadway erOttrillIg When Broadway Resident
s CaniNot
Switch Engine Appears.
Sit on Porches.
One (late Strikes Car and die
(Stew Cttttt plain Ahout High Speed and They
Meeks Way, So Motorman Taker
Threaten to Prosecute Some
Chance,
t 'tutu tT.-uiri,

ESCAPES

▪

WITHOUT

Our Annual
August Clearance Sale of
Furniture

DAMAGE ()NE, EINE AletleillY .IASESSED.

A street ear and switch engine nearRuidents on West Bioadway are
ly came together at the ,Eleveuth
preparing to take op the fight against
r4 and
Broadway crossing of fast automobile
driving and threaten
the 1. C. railroad Saurday night at
to make special efforts to secure tee
11:30 o'clock. The motorman saw
number and name of all drivers who
the danger and shoved his ear ahead
exceed the speed limit. It is not parat full speed and eseaped breaking the
ticularly the speed that Is objected to
west 'ate.
but the dust they raise. le speaking
•
The street tar wu No. 1 in charge
of the growing nue-epee one reeklent
of Motorman John Beavers and
Con- stated:
ductor John Cook, and was going to
"Automobiles do not
any
raise
the barn on Broadway. The gates
More dust than vehicles .pulled
failed to come down soon enough.
horses when run at ordinary speed,
The car was across the raliroad tracks
but when going at high speed the dust
when Ihstetarttak eaglets utile
terrine fzeto tier* That It ti -barns. Needle,
down the tracks. The watchman let
to see through it. It floats in our
the gales down and one struck
the windows and covers our
Porcio,
il Wt
ear and bounded up again
The west cannot sit to cutufort on our ',went.,
gate temained down and was broken
and we are preparing to prosecute the
off.
fast drivers."
The ear passed in safety but one or
Residents on Tenth
street from
two of the few paseenger* on the ear
Jackson to Hasbands street have beet]
jumped, one leaving b.) way of est raising a
similar complaint. One auwindow.
totnob!firt was fined i
Po:ice court
The roaring of the, engine and for, fast drivel*
and the t-ity judge has
startled shouts of the etreet ear and declared
his letention of adhering to
railroad men frightened a horse on the law and
Mee:Peng fines whenever
Bleveath street and one of the occu- any oue is proved
guilty.
pants, Patrolman
Emile Gourieux.
jumped out of the buggy. He engine
ed is such a way as to fall heavily on
his shoulder but tamed with
a few
bruise,.

•
HU Highiteee, the Bey.
Teeming with catchy
musical
numbers, bright, crisp, clean coulees
and plenty of action, "His Highness
the Hey" the season's musical triMr. James title Undecided.
umph, after a five months' run in
Marion, Ks., Aug 20 —The Hon Chicago cornea to
the Kentucky theOille James says he has nothing to ater Thurilday.
Dealing as it does
any yet regarding his making the race with a young American war corresfor the Democratic nomination
for pondent who has become involved In
governor
He also declines to *ewes.; a .native uprising in Egypt, there
is
himself as to when he thought he not a dull
moment from the rise of
would be ready to give out a definite the
first to the fall of the final cue
stetement on the subject.
tale. The action of the play taxes
Ware in "gm and cutulprnn the at•
Hall fa Bankrupt.
tempted nve'rthrow of the British
Barbourville, Ky., August 20. -- military protectorat
e of that countryThe bankruptcy case against Fran
Rattle the war correspondent, ana
Ball, the murderer ef Jack Bold,n.was his assistant,
Jimmy, are the central
tried here before Judge W. W!Tins- figures
and join allegiance with the
ley, The liabilities are about $4,000
revolutionists in hopes that they
and the assets more than cover this will
be duccessful in starting an upamount. Ball cobducts the Shady rising
and thus afford them opporGrove saloon
at Middlesboro ana tunity for g story for thetr
paper. A
was forced into bankruptcy followcompany of 40 people and a carload
ing his arrest for tTie murder of
of special scenery are carrie.I with
Jack Bolin and subsequent trial at "His Highness
the Rey."
this pliers.
Unednecious on Top of Car.
Olive Hill. KY . August 20.
C
and 0 Brakeman I B. Adkins was
found on top his train here last
night tuiconecloas.
with his skull
fractured. He was either knocked on
the head by a tramp or by passing
through a tunnel. A special train raced with death and max film to a
hospital at Huntington, W. Va.
Candidate ip Ninth.
Cyntelitna, Ky., August 20.—Col,
W. M. Moore, of Harrison county,
announced today that be won't,
make the race for the Democratic
nomination for congress in this, the
Ninth distriet. He announces that
this Is thine only after the earnest
solicitation from leading Democrats
over the district.

Be

young
ill his
id Terag, was
or yescounty

young
ss. and
Police
orning
le fare
availlookleg
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) night,
press a
f going
Ilin* is
I lived
Wearing
0 were
• have
The
entitled
w with
stated.
Clothes'
kat oue
Peet it
"When
Was not
sea ree
nce the
dir, we
'le rept to a
Cut for
ey do"
eal was
trill BsIf

case.

iployed.
Baker,
Ing one

Company
114-116 South Third Street

(his Nolen. colored, was fined $5
and costa in police court this morning for driving on the streets with a
wagon which spilled dirt. This Is the
first fine assessed for this offense.

ted that
Frank
dy until
embalm
Num-

Notice.

VW!. re-

morning
sne was
S of the

Notice is hereby given that I, G.
W. Edwards, have this day sold my
interest in the grocery and
saloon
business at R26 South Third, known
as Edwards & Adkins, to A. A. Ad
kins.

•
tY aftertibia to
was
either."
ot have
se head
it woule
any
id brutein t imate
hard to

pus

WHY IT SUCCEEDS.

Anisouneee in Blighth.
Wawa Ws foe Owe Thing Only, and
Willard Mitchell last night
Puflo..an Is Learning to Alien-announced himself as a candidate for
elate This.
congress in the Eighth district, and
It is possible that the prtmary see
Noticing can be good for everything
for September 1 may be postponed
Doing one thing well brings suein
ordee to allow a errata by the Nets.
candidates.
Donna Kidney Pills do one thing
only.
They cure sick kiclney.
Former Kills Himself.
They cure backache every kidnes
Ed Smoot, a Well-known farmer.
yesterday shot hiniself with a pistol
Here Is Fait:cab evidence to proye
while riding In a buggy along the
road near Ewing, in Pleming coun- it.
H. L. Blackford, of 617, Washingty. Ill health Is believed to be the
ton street, carpenter by tHrde, nos:
range of the suicide.
"It occurred to me when reading a
notice about Dan's Kidney Pills that
AND WORRY
When your chill has rt severe cold. It they- performed half
what the
You need not fear pneumonia or other
pulmonary diseases.
Keep supplied promised they might cure my kidnes
with Ballard's. Horehound Byrup--s complaint which !tweed
me in the
positive cure for Colds, Coughs.
Whooping cough and Bronchitis.
Mrs. shape of backache. I went to Alves'
Mall, of Mout Falls. S. D., writes -"I
nave used your wonderful Betiard's * List's drug store and got a box. If
Iforchound Syrup on my chIldron for it had not benefited me I never woukl
five years. Its result:- have twen wonhave bought a *wend. and if the secth.rftil
bold by all druggists.
ond had not brought undoubted results I could not be induced to recom-,
—During this month
we will treed Doan's Kidney Pills to friends
make -special prices and term; on pi- and acqualnan
ces personally, much
anos and organs. It woukl be worth less publicly,"
your Urns and -•ve you money to
For sale by all dealers. Free 50
wee our pianos end get our prices be- cents. Foster-Mil
burn l'o , Buffalo,
fore buying, I). It. Baldwin & compa- New Xerk,
sole agents for the United
ny, 620 Broadway,
States.
Remember .tbc
name---Doan's
Ilksbeerlaw Wee Inhe gem

wnr ram

NCNB.

F. N.Gardner,Jr.

TIGHT WAGONS
Must Ile teed or Drirees Will
rimed for (lifetime

perks

This range has many mints of
excellence that will appeal to any
housekeeper. It Is large ard
roomy. the body is made of a
beautiful even-colored blue steel,
theroughlf lined with the heaviest
asbestos mill board suitable to g've
long service: all the nickel parts
are wit ranted to be of the highest
quality the fire box is fully ventilated, admitting ti free circulation
of air at all points, creating perfect
combustion, thus bearing out our
claim, that it will do the work
with one-half oless fuel than other
makes of (ranges. We guarantee
this range tc hake satisfactorily or
your palm tack.
This handsome gliding Settee
--with caropy top is a splendid addition to the lawn in summer and
the porch in winter: enameled red
or green, and can be converted
Into a hammock in a second They
must be seen to be appreciated.
Solid Oak Sideboaras at Po oo
These Sideboards are made of
solid Indlara oak, well finished,
wi'h large plate glass mirror. See
our line before you buy,
Cur line of Ellokcases and China
Closets is complete, 'with all aisles
and finishes. See the Globe Wet.
niche Bookcases; they are the best.
We have a number of nice odd
pieces, upholstered in leather and
velour, price $2 so,

NEWS OF KENTUCKY I
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Quality Steel Ranges

Theatrical Notes

•

GER

Has been going on now for one week. We are offering some
especially low prices during this sale, in order to clean up
our stock and make room for our immense fall stock of Furniture and Housefyrnishings, which is beginning to arrive.
Come now and get the pick of many good things AT A
GREATLY REDUCED PRICE. Your
is good here.

School Days Approaching
And your thoughts naturally
turn to- being well shod for tht
occasion. We are prepared to
show you 'the BEST line of
SCHOOL SHOES in the country. They have wear, coupled
with comfort and style. We
have given special attention to buying our School
Shoes this year and want you as a customer.
Mothers, you can send your children to us and we
will fit them scientifically so they will get ease
and comfort from tile start.

EDGAR lir,WHITTEMORE

J

If lhey'r.v Itnek;s they're ritht, if they're
right'I h ey 're Rork's.

4.

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835

41nD

CITY TRANSFER CO.

teen adli
river to
id. It is
to crime
Dort or
the body
Carried
rtaln the
struck.
lephoned
Is morn,
'or a dereferred
eriaking
Pat Huthe tong
it belt!.
rota Catwalk oily

seription
positive

Now ,located at
.32 i 5 ROADWAY

PADUCAH NY,

Old Phone 1486-n. New Phone 586.

Olaubet's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPIIONf 499

ene.
— The
Majestic.
yeaterNey, took

Ifeessmaa
.•

MONDAY; A Tt(rtqf-no.

IFTIN PAIDITCANN EVENTIRI

it4c Pabucab sun.

WANING AFFECTION. irtle

AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

BY THE SUNIVILISHINOCO.
woo

111C00801111aTe0
P al. Poem Ptestdosa.
Possoe. Osaaral ltsusast

PENDING

aloNDA1'. AUGUST Ito.
CIRl'ULATION STATEMENT.

Increase

317
Broadvm

Tskurnosnis

Ilmielo I

Total
•verage July. 1801
overage July, 1906

FO]

ittorawl for Legatee« (barges That
lit- Is %fondly Incompetent
to Act.

Payee I Youag SIdeme mai Now Yuri rasp
sorsamil vow
THE SUN eaa be haw] as IS. tonsuring
places.
D Choweata 1Os
V6806116 Bros
Piatiatir Bones
Joke Ittlaelsou.

July 2—.3157
July 3....3951
Jill 4—.3952
July 5—.3951
July 6....4019
July 7....3935
July 9....3936
July 10....3923
July 11....3969
July 12....3999
July 13....3964
July 1.4. _3968
July 16....3957

HESSIG TROUBLE
BREAKS OUT ANEW
Motion to Disqualify Dr. Hes.
sig as Executor.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
,Rstarld as the powoglas as Peateask Ey., as
stooad Wow macaw.)
THE DAILY SUN
.14
I,eardier. per week
Cy mall. per awash. is atvassa -- .0
4.18
uy snail. rot Hat- Is advn"
THE INEEKVil SUN
pant
postage
NOD
mall
by
Per year,
address. THE SUN. Paducah Ey.
Goma 1111 South Taloa.

•OONTII

July 17....296C
July 18....3954
July 19....3955
JulY 20....3958
July 21—.3961
July 23.-3944
July 24....3940
July 25....3987
July 26....4017
July 27.-8386
July 28....3961
July 30....3987
July 31.-3042

„ .„

107,437
4122
3710
422

Personally appeared before me.
this August 1, 1906, E. J. Patties,
general manager of The Sun, who affirms that the above statement of the
circulation of The Sun for the month
of July. 1908, is true to the best of
his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
My commission .expires January
22, 1908.
Daily Thought.
"There is a time. even in this world.
when men's deeds will come borne to
them for judgment. Take the measure
and give acts beforehand."

Alig•lins: "I don't bsili•v• you lov• me as much as you did, Edwin
Edwin: "Pooh! Nonesinsa. What make. you think that?"
Angelina: "WO, tt's savor& days now since you called m• a v•in and
hearties. little flirt, and I know I haven't chanted."
— -We of transparency that floats whither
the wind listoth, changing coloring
and shifting form to fit its environments-- was reck.essly sr: adrift, that
a young business man. who had been
living a fast :dfe, had been false to.
trust. Inimediate:%
his
everybod
'•
dragged from the seiiret recesses of
lOotitintied From Page One
his memory every scandal he had discarded and told his neighbors of it
Names were freely
bandied
along sea cables of the' Central Southern
Broadway as business men went to American companies.
nod from the postofilce The occasion
Laid In Anises.
afforded fine demonstration of that
_Lima, Peru, August 20.— Wore
good old admonition to "avoid the
ialne here late this afternoon eintpearanerof P%1:,"
firming the report that the magnifiPublic wor1117tove slowlit_and In cent city of Santiago de Chile, the
their anxiety to push the sewer ex- third city in South America In wealth
tention project to meet an urgent and popniation, has been practically
need of sanitary fat.::it!es at the destroyed by the terrific earthquake
school and railroad chops. Mayor Yet- which wrenched the west coast of
sot- and the members of the general lower South America on Thursday
council have encountered some dis- night.
couraging obstacles, but they pers.The telegraph service isiao -badly
yere and Gins win the approbation of demoralized that only the MOW meathe citizens by their pluck. liVe trust. ger reports are coming through, but
that when they have cleared away the ever) dispatch gives color to the
olatruetions they will not encounter growing belief that the splendid capsump obatiuctioniata. ,
ital of chile la a mass of ruins.
More than half the 350.000 perobLnson ..crusoe's Island could sona who made ugy the population
not be destroyed by any alernetle dis- are believed to be homeless,
and maturbance. Robinson Crusoi's 'stale ny of the great public
strfictures are
exists In a realm four grades below destroyed or badly damaged.
These
geology" and phyalcal geography.
include the magnificent capitol building, In which
the supreme court
Did Harriman squeeze .oil or wa- meets; the
great cathedral, which Is
ter out of the 'Standard crowd!
one of the envie in South America;
the palace of the
Archbishop or
Paducah shoo d have a military Chile, the summer residence of
the
company
president of the republic, college.,
libraries, convents, monasteries, nie"IsliEUTZER SONATA."
nicipal structures and
the fine
— —
homes.
Question as to Acting Right, Non In
Court.
ASK FOR MORE TIME.

THREE HUNDRED
SHOCKS ARE FELT

IN

COUNTY

Whit
Whit
Ladi(

COUNT.

It is now up to Dr. Herman T.
Hood& to show why he. is not Incompetent to act as one of the executors of the will of his mother, tae
late Mrs. Catharine Hesstg. The will
was filed last week, but action held
up until today when the witnessewere produced and the will prow'-.Attorney Charles K. Wheeler, re;
resenting the legatees, apfileared at
verbally objected to Dr. Hessig qua ,
trying as one of the executors of
will. He was appointed jointly won
Fred Kamieiter.
Dr. Herman Hewn* has been married three times. His first wife has
charge of his two children.
The objection verbally stated IP a
follows: -I move that Dr. Herman T
Hessig be not permitted to fluently
as an executor of the will of Mrs.
Catharine Hessig, becauee ne is no:
morally colnliteienr•County Judge R. T. Lightfoot reognised the objections and set U.
case for hearing tomorrow ,mornii.
at 10 o'clock.
The will left the Eighth and Jai
son street property to the son, 1i
H. T. Hessig. The remarnder
left to the sons of Dr. liessig,
die and Carl. 'The mother has he-- •
guardian through a decree of ti'
court in a divorce proceeding, but it
Is stated that another guardian will
have to be appointed in this county in the. event of the appointtniof an adulinistrator.

ROBBERY
AGAINST
W4.1.1.% 1:
IIARGED
PIRNIRY IN WAttittN'T.

-

LOC.4

--For Dr Pet
—C. L Bruns
their flower Btu]
—Justice
county, had a el<
shot Saturday wl
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ODD TROUSER
REDUCTIONS,
The Odd Trousers Sale which this been in
progress at our store for some time past,
during which all our odd trousers have been
offered at one-iourth off, is probably arousing
more interest than any of our :noney-saving
cut price sales, with the exception of ths suit
sale, as economical dressers recognize the opportunities it affords of making a new, suit out
of an old one by the 'addition of a pair of odd
trousers. One-fourth off is a ttrong enough
cut to satisfy most people, but if-that does not
interest you, by all means see the ipecial lot of
150 pairs of fine trousers, former prices $3.00
to $8.00, now being offered for exactly]

One-Half Price

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE.
.
.
The census department Is extending
These are fine cassimere, flannel and worHeid lo Grand Jay for Taking Small
Its flo:ii of useful/team in inelnde the
*HU Away From l'arrle Jackson
steds, formerly among the best in our store,
acquisition and diersornInatIon of dion South '((di'.
vorce stailstirs
but they had become slightly soiled from
It is understood
those statistics. not only will cover
handling, hence the big reduction.
the nnnther and muses of divoree in
the different states, but wili go Into
Wallace Perry, colored, was held
the phylosophy of the subject as far
over re the grand jury on the charge
as practicable. "The expectation is
cf robbery this morning in
polies_
that no Agorae will demonstrate becourt. He ki alleged to have seized
yond peradventure, the need of niCarrie Jackson at her home on the
form divorce laws. Undoubtedly this
south aide, choked her and by force
is trios, and the curtailment of the
made ker surrender $1.50 in earth.
grounds for divoree.
Other cases: Jim Thompson. drunk,
go a long
way toward Inducing certain tick:*
81 and costs; Jordon Wilson, colored.
ones to attanme the marrIaRe vows
(-eel-iv to animals in failing to water
with more serlonsnotts and endeavor to
his famished horse, continued; Bud
New York. Aug. 20-- The question Express Companies
Can
Not Yet Elrod. disorderly conduct, $5 and
conform their manner ..of liviag to
Of whether Blanche Walsh or Bertha
Comply NMI New Law.
ways 'of domestieity; hut the greatest
costs: Bob Bartlett colored, cruelty
hope is that all this agitation on the Kolich shell appear In the stellar role
to animals. continued: Adolph Well,
Jacob tiordin's English version of
of
Washington, August 20.---- Several breach of ordinance, dismissed; C. E
subjeet, state and national, will have
Obi domestic drama, "The Kreutse. of. the thirteen express
companies Gridiev, breach of ordinance, $5 and
a tendency to create a public sentiSonata." was argued before Justice
doing an interstate business in this costs. lAllie Barnes, colored, stealing
ment that will of itself check the diGelgerieh today.
Leopold Spachner country have informed the Interstate
vorns evil
Many causes of divorce
ribbon from the Kill-by store, continsaid David Kessler applied for an Incommerce commission that It will be ued: Alfred Strauss, colored.
there are, and many of. them 200d.
junction
ret.t.rsining
Wagenhals
and physically itnpottsiblt to comply with ions
To utterly Hepriv• unfortnnatesi In
shooting at Tom Catlett, disKemper from further presenting the
their matrimon!a! venturer of any rethe reOuirement of the new railroad missed.
drama with 34iss Walsh as the star
rate law to file their schedules of
lief. wouid be to entexage
In an lenglish version _of the Play a
rates with the committee
toft In our anxiety In behalf of the
by the
the Manhattan theater pending the
- AT
Wilms of the galling yoke, we have
28th of this month, when the law bereenit of a suit Spachner and Kessler
been heaping remedy on remedy. uncomes effective. Some of them have
have :Witt/fed to det.rmine the ownsaid that it would require. several
til we have come to look on the shinership of the English rights of the
ing .of marital ties and obligations as preduction.
months to do the necessary clerical
work. The Adams Express company H.AVE WCRACKEN COUNTY OAN'a matter of jest. . Observation of di1
vot-ce court proceedings has led to the
TALOUP224. SAY LETTERS.
la the first, however, to fix a definite
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I. broadly a moral Ono. That same
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Built Up.
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FOR TOMORROW
-317
Broadway

- N. Jo'
-7
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-

At
Et/00

317

Broadway

White Linen Suit - - $3..98
White Skirts - - - - - 1.29
Ladies' Shirt - - - - 98c
LOCAL LINES.

-Tor Dr Pendley ring 416.
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have moved
heir flower store to 529 Broadway.
-Justice J. R. Thompson. or the
minty. had a close escape from being
hot Saturday while examining a gun.
to was rendered unconscious by the
iick of the gun but soon revived leis the worse for his .experlence
-Before leaving on your summer
iacatiou dou't fail to have The Sun
rewarded to you. Address changed
a often as desired. Be careful to
lye postufltee, hotel or street ad-

,People and
Pleasant Events

washed nut, and egg coal is the
cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
-One load of our coal will make
you an advertiser fur us. Bradley
Bros. Phone 339,
- Frank Genre, a stir-auger, was
arrested this afternoon on a warrant
charging him with beating a board
bill. He boarded with Mrs. Sophrono
Vaughan. The case will be tried tomorrow ruorning.
-The Sun Mice is prepared to furnish the very latest things In engraved
or printed calling cards reel invitations
of any sort, and is making special
glees now, for a few days.
--Dr. V. Blythe, physician. Phones
251-272. Office Fraternity building.
---A painter in the employ of the
Pell shops, repaired the Baptist church
clock this afternoon
Re was forced
to hang on a narrow board suspended
by ropes from the top of the tower.
The clock's hands on the east side of
the tower were caught.
--City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our collectors or make their requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given to
oar carriers. Sun Pub. Co--Ladles, get one of those Phoebe
Pan Purses et5 D. Clements It company, the iateet in purser-n4 a great
convenience to the wearer.

Parties sending in accounts of es.
del entertainments will pewee idspi
them, aa The Sun will not publke
communications sent is that are sot

Paducah Girl in Washington.
Miss Mary Scott, of Paducah, has
been the recent guest In Washington,
Of Mies Mary Bringhtest, also formerly of Paducah, at the latter'e home,
1211 Fifteenth street. Miss Scott has
been spending the summer in New
York and other eastern points. She
is an uneornmonle bright. attractive
girl, a recent graduate of Ward's seminary in Nashville. Her hostess, Miss
Bringhurat, has been appointed by the
census bureau to do some interesting
work in- the way of securing divorce
statistics throughout the country, to
be tabulated in accordance with an act
passed at the- last session of congress,
for the purpose of generaldistribution.
The young Kentucky girl is one of 3
hundred women agents who have beset
detailed in'this Investigation.--Sunday
Courier-Journal,
Well Kocern Here.
The following invitation
received
In this city will be of interest to the
friends of the Rev Fred Long, formerly of Paducah, who recently has entered the ministry:
Rev. and Mrs. W Fred Long
request the honor of your presence at
the marriage of their daughter
Josephine
to
Mr. Harry Cecil
of Rochester Ky.,
,
Monday evening, August the twentyseventh, nineteen hundred and sic
eight o'clock,
at residence, Kup West Fifth street,
Little Rock, Ark.
At home, Graham. Ky . after September 25.

tett•
I tul it') ot thia l
Att..
city.
*-seas may Lillian Moore, the daughter of Conductor J. N. Moore, is ill
of fever at her home. 801 Clark street.
M-ts. Minnie Flatler, of Detroit
Mich., is visiting her daughter, Mrs
John Birth of 711-South Third Arose.
Mr, and Mrs. E. W. Britten, of
Jackson street, have returned from
Mayfield, where they had gone to visitDr. and Mrs. Otho Powell will go
to Chicago tomorrow for a short visit.
Mr. If4jerin Wilson, of St. Louts,
Ii in the city on a visit. He Is now
an expert window dresser for one or
the biggest St. Lorils shoe firms, He
Is • Paducah boy and has been connected with some of the biggest sboe
firma In the city.
Mrs. C. C. Fetty. of Broad street,
has returned home from Princeton
•IteravvIsit
ic
to her brother in Princeton.
Mr. J. C. Utterback has returneu
front an extended westeru trip.
Mr. J. K. Friedman has returnea
from an extensive trip.
Miss Mary E. Bolds, of 1601 Clay
street, has returned from a wonth's
visit In Jackson, Tenn.
MT. David Kenpecly, the
popular
Illinois Central engineer, is sick
Mr. fierrnan Boles will leave for
St. Louis to speed his ten days' vacation.
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The handiest trick
about the house. It
is just the thing
wanted and needed.
They will be sold at
HART'S this week
for 15 cents. The
other fellow gets 25c.
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PUBLIC PRINTER FAVIIIS STRIKE
AD'.'.NC)!).

Union Binder+ Serree b Suapensiou
a a workman.

Washington, Aug. 241.-Vnton book
herders in the government printing
office threatened a strike today on direcount of the action of Harry Ashton.
acting foreman of binding. In suspending A. J Tanner, a union binder,
reel.
because be did not perform an extra
-While excavating on Tennessee
amount of work in excess of the maxtreet, Lee Smith, colored, found an
imum amount permitted under union
14343‘343434143431;31434343431011161434WM34
Id revolver. It was ritsty and showed
regulations
President J. L Feeney,
tins of having been buried
many
of the Book-binders' union, will de1107 Monroe street.
ears.
mand a route-ream with Public Preg--Our customers are our best adFOR RENT -1 el. room house wed et- Stillings and demand that Ashton's
ionisers. Ask your neighbor. BradTIPS.
era conveniences. Best location and
order be set aside. Union men say
ey Bros. Phone 339.
equipment is the city. Apply to 319
Among those registered at the Pal- Ashtoe has set out to bring the office
North Sixth street. Old Plone
--Reuben Batch)
, and Salem rope.
regulations
into
eonflict.
mer todey are: Howard Clarke. New and union
FOR SALE-New launch. fo
wo local boys who are making the
York: John W. Alvord; Chicago; L. Three years ago he caused the dismistourney from Louisville on
wheel*.
WHEN YOU GET RATES of fire 5 horse power; adjustable canopy
Miller,
A.
assistant
W.
sal
of
foremaa
A. Bob, Dallas. Tex.: W. C. Smith,
re having flue sport on their tour,
insurance on your properties, you will top Call at 124 Clements street, or
Indianapolis; George W. Waller, Biwa of printing, the discussion of which
ecording to letters received by their
find them alike everywhere, as rates 2436, old phone.
President
caused
Roosevelt
to
declare
wont, Tex.: G. C. Mason, Memphis,
iarents.
They have left 'Mammoth
ate alike, but agents are not. Writing
FOR SALE- One buffet, six dinTenn.;
Lola? Taylor, Greenfield, the printing office an oped shop. .
lave and expect to arrive here either
Sre and Cyclone Insurance exclu- ing room._ chairs, base burner, bed
Tenn.; T. P. Clook.,! Murray. Ky.; D.
omorrow or Wednesday.
sively, we are better prepared to pro- room suite and ott#r furnishings, in
W Wilson, Cleveland, Ohio;
Miss CLUB PAGE ROBS MK PATRON.
-We guarantee to please you
tect yourinterests. The compaoles perfect condition. 819 Jefferson
Eezabeth
Cannon,
Memphis,
Tenn
•
rith Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal. OHIOAN KILLED FROM AMBUSH:
we represent are sound, solid and solJ. E. MORGAN, blacksmith, 409
Hugh McNery. St. Louis;
A. L. New York Detersive Cusses to Chicago
'hone 339 Bradley Bros.
vent
Come and see us and get post- ff. Third. Old phone 467. Superior
Hooper,
Get
H.
I.
Medium.
•
C,entralls,
to
J.
F.
Beaty,
--Dr. J. D. Smith, candidate for liemikets Machining Victins of Uned
Office No. 103 South Second work guaranteed
Exclusive agent
Nashville, Tenn.; Ci. E. Godden. Nee
Meese Atomises.
be congressional nomination on the
street, Office phone No. 940 red. tor Sore atone stcle wire tires the beet
,York; W. A. Fowlkes, Dyersburg,
New York, Aug" 30.--Deterthe
'robibition tickett‘went to Princeton
Realdence phone No.
58U -a.
Re- rubber tires mad.
itergo toTeas.: O. P. iRichenburger. Cairo; Sergeant Straasky left fot
his morning to Oink._ He will !speak
HamiltOn, Ohlo, Aug 90 --4Robert
spectfully, Julius Friedman.
III.;. H. H. lacatkamp, Cincinnati.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL-44aeon.
day to bring back H. I. Munson. a
oth afternoon and night.•
Bachmann, a machinist, was shot to
UMBRELLA repairing and cover
:
- ry and concrete work • elescialti
Belevedere: F. A. Lucas, Chicago; youth who is under arrest there for
--Do not be deceived,. Bradley death b) an assassin who lay In wait
3
ing neatly done, 11314
Third St.
Bruce Corbin. Lexington, Ky.; C. F. stealing a suit ease containing Yalu
Office 126 South Fourth. Plume 404.
Iros, are sole agents for Carterville, for him on the Black street bridge last
CLIMNINO and pressing mean
,
- Residence phone 1137. Pro" ab
Shaw, Louisville; E. G. Faris, Cairo. able jewelry from Thomas Wallace at
11., earthed coal. Phone 339.
night. All the police are scouring the
111.; H. W. Radcliffe, West Point, the Caluinet club in this city. Wal- done. JUINS Duffey, old phone 718-r. tuition on all estimates.
-Merrier McCorry. 37 yeate old, city for a Kentuckian who is susMiss.; J. K. Atkinson, Jackson. Tenn.; lace was a guest of the club, where
HEATING
-asd stove wood, Flask
A MODERN HOME for sale. Six
'retired. died this morning of drop- pected.
S. Glick. Marion. 111.; U. V. Payrrer, -Morison was a page
The 'truth won Levin, both phones 421.
rooms, bath, furnace
hardwood
y. The body ivas taken to Jackson,
Louisville.
Mr. Wallaee's confidence, was trusted
FOR RENT-One aide of store floors, up-to-date in every particu'eine., for interment.
Mr. and Mrs. J L. Dunn will leave
lar. Apply on premised at 416 North
The Rev. W. E. Cave will leave to- to take care of his suit case and left 431 Broadway. Phones 1513.
The annual 115.40 excursion to Ohl- the latter part of the week for Unionthe club horse with it
When arrestFOR SALE- Thirteen-room house. Fifth street.
ago via. I. C. R. R. will be run town, Ky., to visit Mrs. Dunn's rela- morrow for Virginia,. where be will
ed Munson confessed the theft, but modern CeliTanlences. Old
visit.
phone 484.
WANTEU-- Boys above 13 years
Tuesday, August 2Ist. A great many tives.
said a boy companion stole the ease
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clements have
woole are preparing to take adventFOR RENT-Stable, 32e South of age to learn mule splaying at th•
from hint before he had time to disCobankus Mfg. Co. ("an earn from $$
returned from Dixon Springs after a
ite of this special excursion, which is
pose of its contents
The jewels in Third.
to
$8 per week after learning. Apweek's stay.
he most popular run by the Illinois
FOR
RENT-eNice
furnished
the case were worth $1,500,
ply at the office of the Cohankus
lentral railroad.
Mrs. J. H. Thompson has returned
rooms. 408 Washington.
htiF. Co., 9th and Boyd St.., city.
-Let us have your order for Chtfrom Princeton, where she visited her
FOR RENT- Rooms with board,
FOR A WE'EK.
PARLEY & FISHER, Veterinary
ago excersion, not later than 8:30
sheer, Mrs. Alice Baker.
3114 South Third.
Surgeons
and Dentists, Personal atMaster
in. tomorrow. Train leaves union WheelMrs.
E.
L.
Wilson
and
non,
lk
an Was Buried in Stud and
()pee
Mee
WA.NTEID--Position as nurse .or
tention to all diseases of horses and
lepot at 9:30 a. in. Our carriage*
611%
71% Bradley Wilsoo, have gone on an exSept
Was Rescued Alive.
house girl. Address A., care Spa.
dogs. A light, cool, airy sanitary and
will put you to depot In time to purDec.
72%
74% tendeil visit to relatives in Hanson.
FOR RENT-Four room house, scientifically
Yoe Coe,
equipped
these ticket and take train.
hospital
Memphis, Tenn • Augnst 20.-Half 815 South Third, Phone 222.
where every case is assured esrefat
Mrs. A. S. Dabney and Miss Julia burled In muck, John Donovan, an
ake no chances when we have your
47%
41t
Sept
.
-SUITS CLEANED and pressed 76 attention. Bring your sick horses or
yrder. Palmer Transfer Co.
Dec.
43%
44% Dabney have returned from a visit in aged man, yesterday was found alive
ants. Solunon the tailor 113 South call us any time for consultation
Cerulean, Ky.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400% Oatsand conscious gter a week's fight
Office and hospital 429 South Third
Misses Sadie and Addle Mereer, of with death ureter a cotton compress. Third street. Phone 10111-a.
3roadway. Phone 198.
29%
Sept
29%
Mercer.
Tenn.. are visiting the family Donovan crawled under the building
PERSONS desiring beet service at Old Phone 1345, new 351; residence.
- -A picnic' for the poor will be
Dec
3014
31
of Mrs. F. M. MeOlathery on North seven days ago to get out of the card parties, lawn feteti„etc., cell on old, 1816,
reld at Thompson'e grove, three Pork2332.
Seventh street.
nilea from Paducah on the Cairo
16.95 17.05
Sept
rain. He fell asleep, and when he Dick Logan. Old phone
Miss Julia'
,
Scott has returned from awoke found himself Imbedded
,oad Thursday. The start will be °WowRETURN TO WORK.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS-For -sale
In
a vile in Jackson, Tenn.
Rescue newton, 41
!rom Union
Apply at
Oct..
9.04
9.01
mucli,He was too weak to extricate cheap. Must sell at once
from
returned
a.
m.
Miss
at
T:30
Edna
Elides
has
street,
3outh Third
Blacksmiths Win Point They (UnDee.
9.11
9.25
blmi*lf. His plight was diseoverea room 26, New Richmond Hotel.
a visit In Hopkinaville, Ky,
Wagons will be ready. Friends are
tended File.
Jan.
9.24
9.20
today
by a watchman. Policemen
FOR SALX-Beautlful city lots on
Mrs. Frank P. Hill has returned called to his assistence bad to use small motthly payments. H. C. Holtaked to bring baskets Wednesday StocksThis afternoon at 1 o'clock
the
night to the mission.
1. C.
1.75 1Ie 1.78% from Texarkana, where she has been shovels to dig him out. He la ex- lins, Truebeart Bldg., old phone -117. blacksmiths and helpers of the Illinois
_
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Fra1.49
1.51 - visiting her brother.
L. & N.
pected to recover. --WARTED- To sell your property. Central retrrned to wcelt and willreMr. William D. Wallace, of the
ternity building.
1.81% 1.82%
U. P.
No. 9, Trueheart main so, the Illinois Central agreeing
H. C. Hollins
John's vicinity, Is In Louisville visit- MELON TOO R14)H FOR JOHN D.
Carterville, Ill.
-Old Reilable
to invest:gate fully the case against
1 . 40% 1.43
Rdg.
Bldg. Telephone 127,
E. E Averitt the helper. The matSt. P.
1.88% 3.2% ing theliesars.-Culley.
WANTED-loung men to board.
?reveling 'Engineer Lloyd Grimes
ter was brought abcut through a eontetke4 to Mk Bed
Mo. P.
97%
99%
Rockefeller k 150
Bath
and
other
conveniences. 912 ference with
Tenneseee division of the IlliMr. BUlter. the assistant
Penn.
1.46% 1.44% of the
With Cholera Merkel.
Jefferson.
For the Ills Attendant
Paducah.
superintendent of machineo, and the
1.10% 1.09% nois Oentral, lean_
Cop.
WA.NTED-MIll timber and farm blacksmiths and helpers' committee
Mrs. A. J. Jorgenson and daughter,
Upon Hot Weather and
D.
Smel.
1.63
1.63%
Clevela6d, Aug. 20.-John
Mrs. Bert Bowman, of Fulton, are vis- Reckefeller's love for' watermelon hands. Good wages. Frank Lum- The road will see that the matter is
82
81%
Lead
Fresh Vegetables Take
1458-1,
iting In 'the city.
thoroughly Investigated.
caused him to suffer from cholera ber Co.: old phone
1.60 1. 1
T. C. I.
Mr, F. N. North, chief dispatcher of morbus today. He remained in bed
FOR REINT-Five rooms ore.
58
C. F.
69.
the Loudstelle district of the Illinois all day, disappointing filly passenger Kees/Rees grocery. Apply to Henry
RIG TIMBER DEAL.
1.08% 1.08
U. S. P.
Central, is in the city and will act as agents of the Erie railroad, who had Kamleiter.
U. S
45%
45%
chief dispatcher here during the ab- been invited to spend a few pure at
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old Shipped by J. H. Garrison Freen Arsence of Chief Dispatcher W. McCabe, Forest H111. W. C. Rudd. the oh 442, New 698
kansas North.
Local Merkel.. .
Delivered promptly.
who Will go on his vacation at once. king's brother-In-law, -met them, and
Mr. J. H. Garrison, the well-known
E. E. Bell & Sons.
Dressed Chickens-20c to 35c.
Messrs. R. E. Fulmer, George Boo- explained that Mr. Rockefeller was
Eggs-20c dozen,
FOR RENT-5 room cottage with timber broker, this morning (-town
the-ant and John Lehnhard and wives indisposed. and would be 'unable to
Butter-20c
lb.
bath,
1036 Madisou street. Apply to one of the biggest deals In timber
It removes poisonous, painful obare camping out at the upper Illinois meet them as be had planned, and
made in Paducah this season. It wa•
Potatoes
The.
Irish
-Per tut.
Dr. P. H. Stewart.
structions and Laves the bowels
They will remain eviay one then he
hairee
himself took them over the
for $28.000 worth of timber and will
Sweet
Potatoes-Per
bit,
$1.20.
The
iffRAYPED--One dehorned Jersey
clean, healthy and active.
week.
Mt
that
estate.
be shipped directly to the north from
Mr. Rudd said
Country Hams.---- 16e. lb.
row, right color. Address J, C,
Mrs. Lucy Davis. Mrs. John Smed- Rockefeller was much improved.
Arkansas. The total number of feet
Green Sausage-10e. lb.
Folsomdale,
Ky.
ley and Miss Mary Rogers have reis 2,000,000. The tinther is oak, cotSausage-12%c, lb.
LOST-Black and white spotted
turned from Dixon Springs, Ill.
Calle ,efegistrete's Docket.
tonwood, gum and elm, and
was
Country LardL-10e • lb.
dog, about 8 months old. Liberal 'to'
Mr. Rodney Davis will go to Chi:Emery
callMagistrate
Charles
W
bought personally by Mr. Garrison m
Lettuce--5c bunch
brand oil really tastes good, is
cago tomorrow on business.
ed his docket this morning and there ward If returned to 1111 'Monroe.
Arkansas. it is to be shipped out for
Tomatoea--10c gallon.
easy to take and does not :rauseMr. L. B. Ragan, the well known was a total of 212 cases on the docket
HYMAN. The popular shirt man, is Detroit, 'Grand Rapids and Toledo
Peaches-20c basket.,
• t • Particularly gaol for chilsaloon man, has returned from Nash- CM this number .10 have been settled coming. Hold your orders for him, he
dren.
sad will not be rehandled out of PaBeans-10c. gallon,
ville and Colithibla, Tenn. He was leaving I'll to he tried. He did not will surely fit and Please you.
leiC a Bottle.
ducah
Roasting Bars-ltre dozen.
his
of
called to Nashville by theeleath
act In any cases today but set them all -FRONT BOOM-For - rent With
'Cantaloupes-20c dozen.*
Made by the
brother, Mr. J. M. Ragan. After the forward, The majority are for small board, 42.1 South
Furious Forest Fires.
Sixth. Old phone
,Butterhesne--10c. quart.
funeral he wenelo Columbia to visit debts,
Duluth Minn.,.August 20.--Lack
1949.
Celery-40e dozen.
relatives.
of wind is all that saves the Menhir
rixft RENT-1 front room; all and
daughter
Mrs, Pet O'Brien and
'Decry-raw
Lloyd Grimes was appointed guard'
Vermillion
ranges
Messier
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
modern conveniences,. Inquire 713
DRUGGISTS
Miali Belle V. O'Brien, will go to Ian for Frank and May Agnes Hue
range is a veritable turnaes, as the
Wheat, 65c bit.
Ky. Ave.
Louisville this week to elide
Mt see loges
Meets I/I
*Oh today.
result of forest Ares, which are still
Corn. $4e bit.
was appointed ad.
FOR
Grimes
RENT-Lloyd
Three
spreading
over the parched ground
county,
unfurnished
Oft
T.
Dyer
Night Bell at Side Door.
U.
Melee,
of
Hay. No, 1, 07;
$14
New crop, No. 1, $14, No. g, $it - Tenn., veillWieturn tomorrow evening rientstrator -ot T. A. Hudson today. rooms 'for housekeeping. Apply at and swamps,
,
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CHOSE NO PASTOR *MAY 'HAS
FIRST CHURCH THE HOTTEST DO
P.
Christian Congregation Still Thermometer Registered 97 at
ovention.
Waiting on Cn
W
Highest.
:
Visiting !Ministers Fill Pulpits
Padtai•ah at Several of the
tilos-hes.

vtosukt.v. vt.4.rs-i•

BARfiAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND

DRINK

BELVEDERE

summer. Specia°

Very low round trip rates all
TO COLORADO reductions
September 23 to 29 inclusive.
TO CALIFORNIA Very 17ens iztodemtrip 3rattoesuallincsoustilvaur.Oint way

The Paducah Beer

in Illamidity Canoed More suffering Than
Last August When !ilasitoom of
Vii WAS Reached.

C.

rsduct

hi
"Colonist" tickets will be on sale September 15 to Oauber;

Very o
TO HOT SPRINOS, ARK. sum
ATTENDANCE UNUSUALLY 00013. PEOPLE

l'itiV(IHT

EXCURSIONS

AND PROMOTE A HOME INDUSTRY

No definite action was taken yes•
terday by the congregation of the
First Christian church about calliag
a pattor. The Rev. lialsapple, Ot
Texas, filled the pulpit In the morning, no. evening service being held.
The committee appointed by the elders of the church is
corms.:
ponding with several pastors.

All comparisons of the weather
since yesterday afternoon have beeen
Plutu'a .warm
with
realm. The
sweltering pubic has found no Other
degree of warmth which could Menaare up to the sun's affection for this
particu:ar spot on the globe. Astrologist, tell 1:a that at this time Of the
year the. sun is fartherest away froth
the earth, but the lay mind feeling
yeipteeday's heat would say that such
Trimble liteset.
The Rev. J. W. Illackard, presid- au assilrti.ut is the offspring of a muding elder of the Paducah
district, dled scientific brain.
The temperature yesterday was 97.
conducted services at the Triable
Street Methodist church yesterdar• It is the highest temperature reached
In the morning he spoke on "The this year.
The lowest temperature
Heritage of • Noble Life."
At a
Large leached this morning was 7.5
congregations were present at both temperatire of 97, yesterday
was
services despite the warmth of the much hotter than at this time last
year when the temperature was It
day.
It is because of lb.-sultry atmosphere
Three Services.
caused by the numerous tains we have
Three serviues were uric! at the had this month. There was cornier
First Baptist church yesterday. The ativeiy little rain last August. T,•
Rev. J. it. Snyder, of Trenton, Ky., lowest temperature reached at an ,
filing the pulpit in the morning anti Lute this month hag not fa:len below
evening Au afternoon service was 72. Last August it au; 62,
held by the Rev. T. T. Marlin, or
Yesterday afternoon the mere ex.
Texas.
eitioa of fanning would cause she
petsplratidt .to now profusely that it
--- —
Old Pieter Preis-bee
was more comfortable not to fan. The
At
the
German Evangelical street ears all day and in the evening
church, the Rev. WuIrtnan, a former were crowded with people seeking the
pastor of the church, spoke to the relief which came merely from lb*
congregation.
He did not CEI1JIMS swiftly moving cars
The telephei..hitaself.to any particular subject At at the wharrboat was kept busy_by
the evening service, the pastor, the inquiries of Demons who wanted
Rev
William Bourquln, filled the i knoa whether there were any elIedi
pulpit
along

••••

Turk in Ps1p11.
HARR/
N l'OUP
At the Preribytei,an church, Sixtn
street and
Kentucky avenue, the Has Divided Wall Street and Pinched
Rev. K. H. M. Hearne}Ian, of AtlanJohn D.
ta. Ga.; but formerly or Constant:noNew York, Aug. ZIP.- The re,
ple, tilled the pulpit both rnorn:ng coup of
Edward
Harriman, v.
and evening. For his subject In tlie scooped $1.000.1010 in profits by
evening, he spoke on -The Crescent ing up dividends on the Cnion and
Against tfin Cross.- In the course or Southern Pada,. has divided
Ws
his sermon he stekke.of the claurcnes street into factions, who ate arm •
of his native country and or the4111M1Writtit Tol a financial '
manners of the people. He sang sev- will be long remembered.
eral songs of his native tongue and of stockholders of the UnioL
afteswards the English translation. • Southern Patin:, who cng on
'Aloe hoping fur large returns.
find the stock they held so long fu
Broadway Methodist.
The Rev. Thomas .1. Newell filled rise, safely tucked away In tin ,
his pulpit Sunda% morning and de- man's strong boa 'ready to be dolly.'
%einned further the theme of bin her- at the present high prices. II
Mons for Inc last three weeks,
that feller is said to be severely
of the nioral condition An the city In the coup and doubtless Herrin
and the remedy die emphasised the will hear from
the oil
m
need at men and women with strong Bankers today express the
convictions for the right, and who that a rtotkholder induced to tsii
would be at least as bold In uphold- holdings might 'receive in court
-10g their convictions as Me etemeer difference between the seiiing and
present "Hee.ta ott^ social tire that is not moral.
At the evening service. the Rev.
Mr Smith, of the Central Illinois
SECOND BROTHER DIES.
conference, of the Northern Methodist church, who is visiting in the Dr, H. P. sights t'allocl to lientier.
city, preached. His subject was the
Satnniay Night.
need of prayer, eind he developed a
forceful sermon trots; the subject.
For the seioad lime In a few months
De. H. P. Sights was celled Salm
The Rev.. E. C. Dees is conducting night to Henderson to attend the
aide of a dying brother. Yeatert
I a revival at Millborn,
The Rev W A. Wsta has c:osed morning his younger brother, J. •
a successful meeting
.at Mother.
A Sights, a farmer of near /lenders,
number of profeesTOns sod additions died of typhoid fever. The fun..
to the church are reported. The Rev. will take place today and Dr. Stew:
will reteen tonight. Last spring at. I
AN. Sears assisted him.
Saturday.the Rev, W. P. Hamilton, other brother of Di Sights tiled -at
assisted by_the Rev. R. L. Newman,' Henderson of appendicitis.
closed a successful revival at BanlinbseeMes
11mr
dana.
•

11AI/ 1111:13.toon
•

Dr. Williams'ladles Pile
I S
pilvosmeat wi
.
bli sars
lic
ntigii

and... Janus Strauss and wife, of Chicago, while ilitornobiiIng here today
were arre.teti and detained for several
hours at the pW1ce headquarters on a
harge of larcero. Then they were
released at the instance of .1.* Martin
Miller, the American consul.
The srresrt grew 04II of the visit to
a shop where Mrs. Strauss picked tip
an umbrella worth hardly more than
14 francs and then turned and conierped with a child for a few minute&
The storekeeper became suspicious
and gave the whole party into the
custody of a gendarme, despite the
fact that they had VIC).00.0 in their
possession.
Warrants for Paducah Men.
A telephone
mmtsage from Metropolis was received this morning
by the. local police department
'ft
stated that the city marshal hale
warrants for Frank Henderson anti
hie brother who are supposed to be
In Paducah. No particulars of the
nature of tlyp charges against the
two
were given.

if You
Are interested in souvenir pest cards take a

Kodak
On your vacation and
procure views that are
entirely original.
We
carry Kodaks in stock
from

McPhersots Drug Store
fourth and koadway
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Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See

WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.

trout
Med

North Fifth St., Next Kentucky Theatre

pert,

They can save you money, and
take your °id wheel in exchange. We want an un-

mill

I en

limited number of seconsi hand bicycles.

It I
him

Remember this is the cheape-st house in town on bicycles
and everything for bicycles,
Parts furnished for any make of
wheel. Expert machinists in
our repair shop.
All work
guaranteed.
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Shirt BosomL,Starched Right

ALL THE TIME

Drink Belvedere

moo

Closing Out Sale of
Ladies' Oxfords
HIS is the event ti the season !Dr us.
and if you need a nice pair of Oxfords
to finish up the summer it will be of strong
Interest to you, too. We offer evesy Ladies'
Oxford in the house at reduced prices All
the new styles and leathers—both lace awl
button—are represented and it will pay you
to look jiver your shoe wardrobe and see how
you stand. lie give some prices below

T

All ir.osrOxforlis

1 75

All $2 uo Oxfords...

168

All $i jo Oxfords

1 25

It. EMIT,

Capital
snns.
Stock holders liability

$100,000

Total security to depositors

$250,000

50.000
100,000

Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We °appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all • the same
courteous treatment.

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

AND VITALIT)
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all
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-PSRIM .
The groat refried- for Tv.re...il prostration ardVith
diecuare ..f the Reuel-at,.
orgratei of isithet set suet as Nervous
Pr/Station. Fai,trg 4,Lost Maoh.v,
.
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TO LET

Or 0

Several superior offices on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
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American -German National Bank
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227 Broadway
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN.
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When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating
question is:
Who's the'bs.st to see? Ask your neighbor.
Oftener than not
he will refer you 'o

,

In

A

of
ttoi

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, GAS

the
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Fitting

132 south Fourth
32/5 Korstu6.:ky
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Fans! Fans!
CEILING AND BUZZ FANS
-.Se Us For —
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Citizen's Savinz_s Bank

AFTER ONG.IS.MO

000n
wri.

P. PIIIIVIAlt,
Ataistant Cashier

Cashier

HEALT

fen
He
quit.

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

I LENDLER & LYDON

W. P. P•XTOM,
President.

„

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY

/2 25

All 12 50 Oxfords

well
the
bik

Ever have your shirts returned flom the laundry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and tides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.

44,

$1.00 to $20
Full stozla of films and
supplies.

round

Illustrated Booklets and Full Information Regarding Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

Every time you order or call
for BELVEDERE BEER you
are furthering a home industry.
The Paducah Brewery Company. employs only 110ME.
LABOR,and adds to the pay
rolls of Paducah, so every
cent you spend (Or BELVEDERE remains at home. We
don't solicit your business on
that score alone, however.
BELVEDERE is not excelled
by any beer on the market.
In truth, we believe it surpasses
any in purity, taste and health
giving qualities. Drink BELVEDERE, the Paducah beer,
the next time. In fact

ea, Is

alleys %be itching as acre, arts
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II lief. Ur. Wtittants'indisaInstant
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spent is prepared for Piled and Otat.
Itch,
trig of the private ports. Every box
is
warranted. By Maas
.
=Stall on rer
Rheims, -France, ,Ang.' 20•—
E. G.
Millari
lalletrilkepos. ete,„,a•rittit.
Foreman and wife and three children
But the Witole %merles n
v Was
Arvested--tint• Took Umbrella.

-

• foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated

121.12.3 IN. Fourth St.

Phonon 7R7

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN, TEN CENT
S A WEEK
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The Manager
Of the B. A.

Bad Stomach Makes
$5 TO CHICAGO AND RETURN
M'CREARY'S DAY
Bad Blood.
FOR GETTING BACK
V IA

Replies Iii Henderson to Criticisms of Governor.

By VAUGHAN KESTER.
Copyright, 1901. by li•rosr

Ulm Emory hit her lip-. Re was going to put her out of his life entirely.
it was ended, aid he woulddo his best
re fee-get bee with what speed he
might, for he loved her and was too
renetons to wish her to suffer. This
generosity, needless to say, was too
titrulatic for Constance to fully appre!tete Us heautlem. ludaed, die did not
!eget-telt a/4 generosity at all. She relented It. She redl4zoil that probably
ilia weak' leo erre Met assiu-st least,
ffte meeting would not be of bis metng or choosing. There was to be no
sentimental aftermath. He was preparing to go, like the sensible fellow he
was. fair good sad all, and she rebelled
mialuat duo decree. It menneel brutal
and hareh. She was angry, hurt and
°Needed Perhaps her eonscienee was
troubling her too. She knew eke was
nielielinal
-I don't thie k it could have been very
weever to you. Mr. onleller."-11111/
noised, gazing :distractedly from the
wineeow.
"I *net know why you think that.
I can't nay any more thau I have maid.
It include. all." She wanted to tell
him he gore up too ensily.
"At any rate, we are friends,- he
letlebeL
"Art. you going?" she cried, with a
ring of real longing tend reeret In her
Mem lifted out of herself for the leomeat at the tbought of nosiest bila.
Dan norbletil. stud a look of pain
toms into his (nee.
"es. I am .zoiltZ."
"But you ure not going to leave
Antieseer
'"Oh: ret7
And Miss Emory felt a Reuse of relief. Mho ruse from her choir. '
.Theu
..
811211 541P you algali0"
oproluth4y," mulling. "We couldn't
well Geoid seeing *etch other in a placer
the size of this."
bilefbeld out his hand frankly.
-And I shan't see you here any
more?" she asked softly.
"I guess not.- a little roudhly. The
. filtt.‘rnetts of his 1046 stung hen. Be
felt something was wrong somewhere.
He wondered, too, If she Wel been
quite fair to blau, If her ability to
guard Itereelf was entirely commendable after An. He knew, iu the end his
only memory of her would be that elle
was beautiful. He would carry this
ry and n Meeting sent* of Inmu
completeness with him wherever he
went.
She placed her hand in his and looked up Into his face with troubled, serious eyes,
"Gootilly." It was almost• whisper.
Dan crooned du. room to the door
sod flung it open. For an Instant hr.
wavered on the threshold, but a et..:
melt later was striding down the
street. with his hat lammed needlessly
low over his eater and his hands thrust
deep In his trousers pockets.
At the window Constance. with a
white, Reared face, was watching him
from between the parted curtains. She
hoped he would look eat*, but be newer once turned his head.

brothers

Defends His AtIntinistrastion in KenAbout
tucky and Talks
National .Ittaire.

had Just complete-re tee canvass, MANY FARMERS Go TO TOWN
for in its very next bonne the Herald
was able to print a telegram In which
be "heartily Indorsed the pentinitutta
einhodied In the Herald's ringing edliendereon, Ky.. August 20. - Reitorial on the situation at .authoch" and viewing hie record in the two houses
declared himself a unit with his fe 110's"
the national congress and asking
eittisens of whatever party in their heon inciersement for that record by
roes struggle for a fair day's leaps for
a fair day'e wnrk. Ile also expreened the Demecrats of the state. Senatot
McCreary, formally opened
himself 114 1001101151 by their euniticience, 'James
his campaign for the
Democretic
ars Indeed, be might well have been.
letii unspotted the lierald'ic report nomination for the
Failed States
along with his breakfast. Half sh segate. On a Inman stand erected on
hour litter, when he resehed the office. 'the sloping hillside In Henderson'e
he Astral Miel'ilutock waiting tor Was.
beautlgul park, Senator McCreary
"The men want to 54S. you. NIi- Oak.
ley. They were going to .end their spoke for as hour and a half to a
committee In here, but I told 'em you'd crowd of twelve huudred, mainly
tututioaed of farmers, who had 4010U
4.-oute out to them."
''All right. It's Just as evil you did'' .from all parts,of.the country to heat
And Oakley followtel him from the of- him speak. Discussing national
'sues In the mate, Senator McCreary
'The tneu were •Inetereil aleott the at one point In his speech decreer:tad
petit open door of the works in their
for a moment and answered some of
skirt sleeves. From bebhul theta lu
the silence and the shadow came the the charges made by Governor Beckplettaant, droning n0111111 of machinery, ham in his speech at la•zington. Senlike the bumming of a Million bees. ator McCreary defended his adminisThere was souiething dogged and reck- tration as governor and said it had
less in the very any they stood around never before been attacked although
with folded arms or slottehed nervousIt had been 26 years since he had
ly to and fro.
left
that office. He explained that
out
alugled
Remick, and 'Joe
Dan
Stokes anti three or flier othere as the the financial panic of IA76 had reematitittee end made straight toward duced the revenues and haul made It
thee.
necessary to put the tax rate bate
"Well, men, what do you want?" he to the figure from which he had reteked briekly
duced It.
"We represeut every department in
ilenator 11144;reary . moterted• that
OW shops, gr." said Iteutleik thrift,
"and we consider Branyotes discharge the amount of revenue received now
as unjust We want him taken back." is vastly larger than It was when he
"And suppose I won't take htm back, was governor arid that the amount
what are you going to do about it, stir' ef assessable property Is also greatasked Den good natnredly, and, not
ly larger, having increased double ill
waiting for a reply, with old time deftthe last ten years. He said the
amouqt of money now flowing Into
the state treasury is hundreds of
thousands of dollars more than it
was ten years ago.
tepee-eh at Lexington.
"When Governor Beckham spoke
in Lexington Wwould have been Ina.
possible to tell from
that speech
whether he was a candidate for mayor of Louisville or governor of Kentuck,," said Senator McCreary.
Senator MeCreary criticise' Governor Beckham for his failure to
discuss national affairs, and said the
people of the state had the right to
know how the candidates stand on
the important national quesientwhich will ('dale berore the next "cc
sion of congress.
Senator McCreary held a continue
ous reception in les room in the hotel this morning. Front Ii o'clock,
when he finished
breakfast, until
long after noon, a steady stream or
men flowed into the hotel to pay
their reetieetis to Eike senator.

or

a.

Ton can not make sweet better in a
foul, 1111,
1.`411 01111111. The stomach serves
ag churn in which it. agitate, work up
anti disintegrate or
Is•ing
digested. If it be 'soot. sluggish and
lose the result 'sill he torpid, sluggish
liver and had.
blood.
The Ingre&ent., of Dr Pierce's Golden
Medical Iii•-•-rtr-ry aro just Stich as Isoit
eerie t.,j corr.•,-t. and old.. all such derangement,. I
made up without 11,
drop of alrole,. :n it,composition; chemteafly Icr.- tr e-n-Lned glyeerine broil"
the 0.111111,ml y employed
alc.,h,1 NIPS tIll,..0k1'1•1-111.• Is ot itself a
inediedie.
of a deleterioti,*goof Ilk*. alcohol, especially in the
stomitce.tir-peosia and the
,rres of Iiithgeslion. Prof. Finley
Eli tie'
, M. I/.
itennett Modfchl
1
of it: ,11u tlx.reosot it ...rates an excellent purDoso • • • It is on.. of the lest unalaerturea pr. Aiwa. of !III' present Ilino in its
ection
sioniahs;
eopocisil,
011- ••alarrhal
eastrIns
31 11 11111,1,1 7113' ..1,1 ,
It Is • 111k1Ni Citit ill 111,
1.11
rIllf)
will 0-110'0.
Ca..,.4 10 tv.j, ihvaett,inol
and excene413i.
o•tUlts. It In kistqUI in
chronic
daspeusia. 4,4/4,14'14 the
flatulent varl,t v. slut 1,, , .•rtaiii forms of
chronic I X1i1.111L/at.111.
4.1111.1ii,, '
,1,1111.re..
tory and exeretory
Li ,. loteallual
en combined.
t the rit.1it proportions, with Holden *seal n.,t, :stone root,
Black t'llerrybark. Q,,cen's root. MoodhOOt eta Mandrake
...r th.• tr:kets
these, k1 le Dr.
Ntedic,al
Discovery, there can I..
,lont.t of Its
great ofileaPy In filo ,•iiro of Lill stonia..11,
leer and Intestinal
titith.ritt
sent& These se% era' Ingredients hav•
the strongest eiel,,e..rneart oi all 'such
memo( such einiftent medical leaders as
Prof. It, liaribeie.w. it Ii, of .IL.ffersoll a1.41feat Collalre.
Iloh•rt A Hare.
Per11111.11i,
1)1_0f 311;41i.'111
; worow. Laurence Johnson, hi it. Illtoaleal
Disparttuulit.
..f Sow York; Prof.
Edwin
M I/ It alitoanatin Medie•I
Cullege.Chleago: Pr.4 Joni,
M Iliad Prot. JAM king. it Ii . Author*
ihe
and
"owe
.
g t !aiding nesatcat ruen Of our land.
to can doubt the
virf or+ of
a medicine the ingredients of.tyhich have
such a prefestkeett eiltiorsernetit?
Constipation cured I,y Doctor Piereal
Pleasant Pellets. tine or two•dose

GRAND EXCURSION
Tuesaay, August 21

0

SPECIAL TR.AIN
Leave Paducah
" Maxon
Kevil
La Center
Barlow
Arrive Chicago

Tali committee

•erie. '. -

Marrying Magieeratee Report..
'none. Thomas lAgeett, the "marrying judge" of Metropolla, reports
the following marriages: Atitust
Harry C. Reaves to Vella Vermeer, of
Paducah: August 19--Haiiie M 'Garvey, Paducah lineman, to Nettle P.
Thonipson, Massac; tat:Hord E. Stanley in hears E. Childless. both of the
county.
Situation Tranquil.
Minister Leslie Combs arrived in
New York yesterday on his way to
He
Kentucky.
and
Washington
thinks the recent peace treaty in
Central' America insures a tranquil
situationlor years to come.
e Large Telmer° Leaves.
Mayfield, Aug. 20.-Mr. A. P. Carter. a prominent farmer on route 8.
has the bitterest tobacco plant In the
ronnty. He measured 'a leaf On one
of the stalks and it measured 29 14
by 43 Inches. This is said to be as
large as tobacco grows.

930 k.Ler
9,53 a• m.
10.10 11.
10;21 11.
10;30 a at.
8:3o p at,

Returning, tickers will he good on all
Regular Trains leaving Chicago to anti
inclntng Wedneslay, August nth, except Fast Mail Train leaving Chicago
reo a. ne
Under no circumstances will a longer
limit be given on the return portion of
these Excursion Tickets.

1. T. DONOVAN,

ellitigs, 14

Cheap. ill.

fa:

For Quick

agiri

Wall Papering

-- EVANS% ILL, • PADUCAH
CAIRO LINE.

Keane;I I le

(Incorporated.)
and Peducah

AND

Hotel Cumberland

EDWARD R.

an

(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steatneve Joe Fowler and John 11.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Keanesilk) and way landings at 11 a. tn.
Special excursion rate now in effect from Paduco.h to Evensville and
return, 94.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.

SANDERSON & CO.

arslid•s y 4,1 S4114 Si.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
The Woe lua'uriou•ly at.i.iaioted hotel is
Mew York. Il• foroisholail are rare rich
aed In good taste The hiehly polished
dorm., tlatoeithoot the entire boom/ are Covered oillt handsome orieotail rugs. Tiled
bath MOMS ventilating into the open air •
gesture Telsoloweis
Its
This 6,1,144er. to permanent and tallfent guests /tape. ior SrCoNIS01.11101111.. NO•
vice ele , St trosplieg rildr• 1••peelios of
this Moulltel estahlishmeint
8E510 ION ILIA/TTTTTT 1110051.1T.

hese 1513. 428 Broadway

41.

BTEAMLie Die% FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. at. sharp, daily except Sunday. Special Paraffin rates
now in effect from Paducah to Calra
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table unsurpassed.
. .
-For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Poss. Arta. or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Cr um baugh & Gres °Mos.
Bout phones No. 33.
ST. IAPUIS .iNI) TENNESSEE
RIVER PAChlin COMPANY.

SWETT

PROPRIETOR

FOR TleNNEASEE RIVER,
-2

STEINER CLYDE

COLUMBIA DRY CELLS
$3.00 Per Doz,
JEWELRY

FRESH STOCK JUST IN

that will charm ann delight the
Judge of tine genie. Rings, Brooches, Ornamental Combo, Chains.
Bracelets, etc.

S.
E. MITCHELL
.12iti...32ts M.
,

for Ladles and teentlemen, In gold
silver or gunmetal. Cigarette Cases,
Match Ilexes, Cigar Cutlers. etc. All
sorts of dainty oicces if silver for IDS
"Lady's" dressing table.
WARREN & WAILERS.

Leave Pride. alt for Tennessee Rivet
Every N.deceday at 4 p. m.
A. W. wititarr
Master
KItOENK RoitiNsoN
Clef*
This company is not responsible
for invoire charges unless obtlected
by the clerk of the boat.

SOAPS SOAPS SOAPS
WE MUST HAVE

Third Mt.

WATCH=

New

tta• 743-•

Henry Nammen, Jr.
hismd to Third as/ [Wacky.

Our line is large. We
have all kinds. You
can find the kind of
Soap you want at

Book Binding, Bank Work, Leg,
and Library Work a specialty

THE B16 FOUR Ind
(New York Central Lines.)

L. WEIL I CO

THE BEST LINE TO

CAMPBELL BLOCK
Telephones: Office. Om; Residence, ya.

911T11 & NAGEL'S

NDIANAPOLIS,
INSUR.ANCE.
_
PEORIA,
CHICAGO 's \otter. to Contractors.
Bids will be received at the office
of the cit-y engineer, In the City of
Paducah, Kentucky, up to 3 o'clock,
August 25, 1906, tor the construe
Hon of about seven (7) miles of
°whined sanitary and storm water
sewers, in the city of Paducah, ,Kentucks.
Plans and specifications will be
on file in the engineer's office, in the
city of Paducah, Kentucky, after AuAnd all points East.
gust 15, 1906. A certified check of
Info:mutton cheerfully furnisbed on $1,000 Must
accompany each and
application at City Ticket Office "Els
Pour Route," No, 259 Pouffe Ave., or every .bid.
The city reserves the right to re
write to
S. J. GATES,
Ject any and all bid.
Get I Age Passenger Department,
A. YEISICR, Mayor.
otd•ville. Ey.
Paducah, Ky., August 4, 1906.
IL J. itliELN.
And all points In Inaiana and
Michigan.

TOLEDO,
DETROIT,
CLEVELAND,
BU FFALO,
NEW YORK,
BOSTON

4,

si

,Ni.kly fvr it funeral. A. al ilia

-

EEP
LONGER
en Able to

t.

Says He to
111141 Expecta

IDV INCE!).

known young
and with his
lath and Termorning, was
ik hli
eakeerouyaetsy,re are Inves-

d Picture Framing. you
-should phone 1513.
We do yiibr work
quick, do it cheap,
do it gool.
Painting

NER

Packets.

Decorating, House

B.

.-.ou.ssatt41-

OUR VACATION
ON THE GREAT LAKE-5
Steamori•
Traveling via Li
means the enjoymera id all the 80S111111•1111 which teapuw are hiemtilie
Ian provide speed, wirly sad tomtort are prlineeinsiderations.
Through Tickets/mild to Ali uoint•
and hcasage yheckeg to dectinstion.
& C TIME TABLE
MSC saiNa.0 DIVISION
Li
‘TRIttilo Ideadays &•Satunier 9.30A 1A
: F.
• as. hos &
1. Dst.Ait lilloodess& •Sgesa0.• •11•244ad•ra & Fnlaga 9 s
Peer TAM per wirek •xsunut,
Jane isth
e•••••••••••• at laridst &Ara• •
III wIaNry. arfare, Ftliaia,..•
44.444..r• IN
it••••Trati IN,. At is. learre SISNIV0.••
Reo t
aoL4..itk I. 5.1 SAC. W
a•••
Sanorits, Dula*
i•itat• 4.
OSTROIT •
TTTTT
DIVISION
10.30 P. U.
IAN.. 0.1404 Au
“Fly SI3 A IA
SM.
loses C.44•16.4 dailg 10.15 P. M.
I I' A OA
A45/5 04.1.0.4 daily
use 1,1. 644.44.1.4.4o446.4 it...1••• Mar
lag JIFFY awl Ave.".
C • T Lisig
See INN.. li•Imats ebTalarit,
sd a tom cent SW,1,14 ISIMINSNS
hircuti.t. Addams:
ma P. T. U.
A. 4. SCHANTZ.(iss.
14.DETROIT& eLEVEI.A1413 NA V.CO.

Ticket haat!hook Central A. N., Poeta* Ky.
d. H. 88111, Dir. Pass. ie., St. louis
I. N HANSON
S. G. HITCH,
Pus. UaII I,. r .
(ist PUS. ALL

The Taus Woods"
Cures all kidney, bladder and rhea- Geo. Pass. Age.. .
Clineinnate
Be cheerful over your work. If
,
s; sold los J H. Oahe
Matte trmiriii
too hate to earn your living. ).til
sehlaeger, 601 Broadway, Dr.
A man gets reedy for a wedding in
might as well he happy as "grumpy"
Hall, Oleo, 19111 011ro crest,
the frame of Mind a woman go
,
seer It,

UM; S. .1wasty

P it •

Further particulars of

Goes to Popular eNerineee Every yewIn I uproot.
The biggest watermelon in her fat.hePs patch at Lucy, Teen.. was Presented to Joe Randall, of the Padu
cab and Memphis run on the Illinois
Central today by little Miss Clara
Chambers. She has made a practice
of 'tending the poptear engineer her
father's largest melon for severe:
years. The me:on weighs 63 pounds.
"nearly as murt as the little 'Miss herself," the popular engineer said. "I
have known her for several years and
she always gives me a melon. I got
my annual gift this morning end on
It was a note. It read simply 'from
Clara Th Uncle Joe,' I appreciate it
very much, and every August about,
this time expect my melon"

EEK

Tickets good for going passage on

THE BIGGEST MELON
ikttArTF.n XIV.
N Thursday the Herald pub.
lishedi Da report of the trone
hie at the shops. Dekley bad
looked forward to the paper's
appearance with considerable 'sswe. "A don't wish to make him it Nolpegoot
nesa. ele hoped to glean froaett some
for the rest of you."
kite of the tactics UM men would aeas he swung himself up into an etnetadopt, and in this be was not disap- ty Sat car which stood elese at hand
pointed. Ryder Nerved up his sensa- and faced his assembled workmen.
tion. which was still a sensation, et
"You know why Branyon was
spite of the fact that it was common missed. It was a busInees none of
poverty andetwo due old before it you have much-reason to be proud of.
was accorded the dignity of type and but I am willing to let him come back
Ink, in his most Impressive style:
on condition be first offers an aphlogy
The situation at the ear shops has as- to 3deClintock and to ate. Unless he
sumed a serious phase, and a strike is im- does be- can never set his toot inside
minent Matters rams to a focus day before yesterday amid may now be said to these doors again while I remain here.
have reacted an acute stage. It is es- I agree -to this bedtime I don't wish to
P9Cted thou tbe carpenters', of whom quite make ktin 11-PeaPcIR0111 for the rest of
a Inimeer are employed on repair work. you, and I don't wish those dependent
Mill be the Most to go out unless certain
asbunds which they arc to make today ea hitti to suffer.He avoided looking in McClintock's
aft IMOMIggier acceded to by General Cornish** bielffrelleolleatatrre.
direction. He felt rather than saw
Beth shiee_malatain the strictest se- that Theletter was shaking his head
crecy, but train reliable sources the- Herald gather*(bat Uta men will insist aeon In strong disapproval of him course
and the men-exchn aged
P. Searsimi buena taken beta by Ma
company.
grins. The hole was weabenIng They
Another grievanee.. of the men, and one
against Roger
In which they should have the-sympathy had scored twice-first
' ewe the attire community. is their Objec- Oakley and now tar lirskiron.
tion to working with the manager's fa"I guess Branyon would as lief be
ther. who came here recently from the eteneed from making an apology If
east and has since been employed in the
Mop& It has been learned that he Is mal It's all the same to Milt." said Reatick
ex-eonsiet. who was sentenced for a long less chilly than before, and there was
term of Imprisonment In June. 11115, for'a ripple of smothered laughter from the
the - merder of Thomas.9harp at Burton, crowd.
Mass. .
Pau set his lips and said sternly, but
He was only recently set at liberty, and
the men are naturally incensed and in- quietly, "That's for him to decide."
dignant at hat-ing to work with him fitIll
"Well; we'll tell him what you say,
another grievance is the new schedule of and If he's ready to eat bumble pie
INSISTS.
A committee representing every depart- there won't be no kick coming from
ment in the shops and powwowing the full- us„" remarked Lipstick Impartially.
egg authority met Mat night at Iter Odd
"Is this all?" asked Oakley.
Fellows' boil Mt booth Main street, but
"No; we 'entet rev the cut.- And a
their dmineratione were leveret. A well
authenticated rumor Itas it. however, that murmur of approval came from the
the most complete harmony prevailed and men.
that the employees are pledged to iirsistle
Dan looked out over the crowd. Why
measures unless 'hey get, fair treatment
couldn't they eee that the final victory
him the companN.
was in his hands? "Re guided by me,"
Ryder tatted it moral to this, and the
be said torpidly, "and take my word
moral was that labor required a chamfor it, the mitt is necessary. I'll meet
pion to protect It from the soulless
you hnlfwey in the Bennyon matter.
tyranny
of
the
grinding
',Reed and
Let-It go nt that."
sprung
which
had
;Veit corporations
"We W11111 our Olil wages," insisted
, Into existence uuder the fostering wing
Bente* doggedly.
Of corrupt legislation. Of course "the
"It is out of the question. The shops
pieturesque statesman'from old Hanare running behind. They are not
ever'was the Homilies who was pre- earning any, Money, they never have,
pared to right therm wrongs of honest and it's as lunch to your interests es
Indnetry And to cruet the power of Cormete or General Corntales to do your
nedu, whose vampire lusts fattened on
full tart In making,them profitable.
tie' sweat of the toiler, and repeclally r
the toiler at A nth)* It.
.(t4e Be ilentesue4.1
- -A Anign,ed the papar was eildielip
iiiitiecrItte For The 111111.

COAST LINE
TO MACKINA

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

Drug Store

NEW STATE HOTEL
ME'ROPQLIS. U.L.
Newest and best hotel In the city
Rates $2.00, Two large sample
rooms, Bath rooms.
Hieettic
nts. The only centrally located
hotel in the city.
Ceninercial Patronage %Oche/.
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Z4,444160461,
(Incorporated.)
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THE OLD RELIABLE ST.BERNARD COAL
NONE SUPERIOR

V(

REDUCED IN PRICE THIS MONTH
St. Bernard Lump Coal
St. Bernard Nut Coal
Anthracite, Best Grade, delivered from car

12c Bushel
11c Bushel
$9.00 a Ton

-

THERE IS NO KENTUCKY COAL

NO P

Billet(

Abt

LIKE ST. BERNARD

Place Your Orders Now

Probably
quaiL

ST. BERNARD C OA L, CO.
JOE T. BISHOP, Manager. -

4
I
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RUDY, PAXTON & CO., INSURANCE---PHONE 30
4
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FIGHT IS ON

UNCONVENTIONAL

NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS

The report that 60 men were en- I was shot and fatally
wquieled at
TEST
(W
BRYAN'S LACK OF ATTIRE AT SWIMMING tombed in the Clinch mountain tun. Kingfisher. Okla , by Prof. G. R.
FIRST
STREN0TH IN ILLINOIS.
ROLE CAUSES COMPLAINT.
nee now under construction by the . Hale. aged 60, the result of an old
South and Western railroad in VII.- grudge
Rini*. was incorrect. The story had
President Alfred Walter, , of the
Its origin in an accident at the tun- Seaboard Air Line rellway, gave ofRule $lo- Modest Ste IA,Illeane ,Shocked at
Majority Rule and H
nel in which two men were killed ficial denIal to the many recent reSight of Boy. at Ferret of lilt.
gaas t of onntewilng Forces of
and two injured by •falling rock and ports to the effect that he intends to
150ift l'entraSInclIste.
State Democrat,.
scaffolding.
resign.
J. Rogers Barr. general manager
The review of the troops at Fort
of the Lexington and Eastern railBenjamin Harrison by Vice PresiThe poetee have been instructed to road, and one of the best-known busPeoria, 111, August 20.- Peoria is
dent Charles W. Fairbanks bag been
full of Democrats. The state tonven- break etfp the practice of swimming iness men in Lexington, died yesterpostponed on account of rains.
until Tuesday at ere Minors Central Incline at tne day. He was a son of Judge John W.
tion does not meet
The plant of the Baster Molding
and the special railway rates .116 not Wit of Campbell street and to nr- Barr, of Louisville.
company,
at East St. Louis, Ill., was
rest
all boys found going In swimgo into effect until torlay, but th
Incomplete returns indicate that
destroyed by fire. The loss Is estiming at that place. whn are not con- Congressman
Chiciegoans. at least were so an:
D. C. Edwards has
mated at '130,000. with $70,000 Into be in at the start of what eedmille ventionally attired.
been renominated for congress by
The complaint have been frequent several thousand votes by the Re- surance,
ey bees to he a lively fight that
tlift
Tbe statement of the New Yore
gan pouring into hererty todaY. and several times the pollee have publicans of the kleventh Kentucky
clearing house banks for past weex
Those from other paele of the state raided the Swimming place, but the congressional district.
boys always' manage to serape. Pasere doing likeweeee
Governor Beckham addressed as stow that the banks hold 17.140.500 .4
The Issue has Aarrowed down to a sengers on the St. Lotus mid rep- audience of about i,rion persons at over the legal reseree requirements.
contest between
the pret6nt state eals trains complain of the practice-. Madisonville. His address was along
The birthday of Emperor Francis
majority rule and as the Iodine Is within the tit) the lines of the one he made it Joseph
committee And the
was observed throughout
league. The committee is In control limits it constitutes a 'breath of or- Lexington openleg his campaign for Austria-Hungary with
special reliof the party usganization in the stare dinance.
gious services and other celebraUnited States senator.
,
and wants to keep control. The
It is believed that William Trav- tions.
Police Judge IC H. Puryear statea
league is out and wants to get in.
Six thonsiind Greek families, fearthat he would assess fines in all eas- ers Jerome will give out a statement
As the lines of battle are now es brotette before him, If he boys Monday announcing his willingness log patentee, have left Bulgaria and
formed, the Majority
Rule league are guilty and are over 16 years old. to enter the race for the Democratic taken refuge at Adrianople, where
claims to represent William J.Bryan,
nomination for governor
of New the authorities welcomed them.
the party's next presidential candiThe Rev. J. L Alexander. one or
York
date, and anybody who Is not with it
Pacific stocks continued to make the most widely-known ministers of
ia declared to be against Bryan.
Cumberland
Presbyterian
sensational fluctuation. on the New the
The state committee Insists it Is
York exchinge and there wee anoth- church, died at his home in Nash
just as much In favor of Bryan'
er day of frenzied buying and heavy villa.
nomination in Ifeel as its opponents
Cherry Circle won the first Lipton
profit-taking.
River Stages.
are, but it stands for home rule in
Interstate Commerce Commissioner race Toledo was second, Milwaukee
.18.6 .0.5 rise Clemente In an interview in Wash- third and Red Raves. fourth
party politics as well as other things, Cairo
7.7 0.0 fall ington expresses the opinion that the
and announces Illinois Democrats Chattanooga
Three automobiles were killed by
17.6 2.6 fail railroads will not attimpt to resist
have the right to regulate their own Cincinnati
train and a fourth was fatally InEvansville
13.3 2,2 :Ise the new rate law.
private affairs.
jured at a crossing
near
Asbury
.
Tete
4.8 4.8 .
The test of Strength • will come Florence
George'C. Peck. aged 72 year*, Park, N. J.
6.4 0.4 dee
over the adoption or rejection of a Johnsonville
7.6. 0.4 fell he will talk just as advantageously 7 o'clock on the return trip to St.
reeolution coademning the actions at Louisville
2.0 0.3 rise for Paceicah among
his personal Louis.
the last state convention. which re- Mt. Carmel
120 0.0 rise Friends in the far south who control
sulted in the election Of Sullivan as Nashville
The Dick Fowler got away for
5.8 0.01 rise boats as large as the Natchez
The
de Pittsburg
'national committeeman, and
Cairo this morning on time with a
7.4 OA rise matter will be brought to the attenmantling that he resign
his office. Davis Island Dam
good'idondav morning trip
12.1 6.3 fall tion of the Commercial club, as it is
This will be presented by the Mae:w- Bt. Lo,:is
The Joe Fowler arrived
Stinday
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Buy a Pair and Make
an Old Suit New
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11IS sale is kobably awaited with more
interest than any of our money-saving
cut price sales, with the exception of .the
suit sale, as the economical dressers recognize the opportunities it affords of making a
new suit out of an old one by the addition
of a pair of odd trousers. The trousers
usually wear out long before the coat to a
suit seems worn, and the addition of a new
pair renews the suit.
In this sale we have put all of our odd
trousers, and there are just any number of
most excellent bargains in the lot--the famous Paragon trousers being among them.
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If you have a blue or black serge, a
light pair of trousers are just the tilting to
tone up the suit.
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Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville,
washed nut and egg coal.
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